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Introduction
Based on techniques which have been practiced for thousands of years and fine-tuned over the centuries,
astrology offers distinct information about the events and the emotions that we are most likely to
experience: affective life, social and professional life, material life, etc. Among these astrological
forecasting techniques, the so-called "forecast by transits" is the most reliable one. This is precisely
what we use in this report.
In this technique, the natal chart is superimposed on the transiting planets of the period you have
chosen, and all the astrological aspects thus formed are analysed.
By assessing the nature of these astrological aspects formed between transiting planets and these
strategic points, it is possible to work out a forecast report not only for a given date but also for a series of
dates.
In your document, transits are displayed in chronological order and according to their beginning date.
We recommend that you check the Aspectarian, which indicates the duration of each transit: the longer
ones are generally the more important ones, except for the cases of the transits to the slow planets
(Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto). In a first stage, you may decide to read them only.
Each forecast text includes several parts:
- a title summing up the main trend of the period,
- a yellow star indicating that the transit is important (for Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto) or
mildly important (for Mars), contrary to the fast-moving planets (the Moon, Mercury, Venus, and the
Sun) which have no icon, because they are less important, or quite secondary,
- An "R" icon is sometimes displayed. It indicates that a planetary link is repeated - i.e. that the
transiting and the transited planets are in aspect in the natal chart - which fine-tunes the quality as well
as the strength of the transit,
- the nature of the active transit, the planets involved, and the type of major aspect (in forecasting, it is
unwise to use minor aspects),
- the period of the transit with automatic detection of the previous occurrence of the transit, if any,
- five coloured stars rating the importance of the transit, calculated on the basis of its duration and its
nature: four or five coloured stars indicate an important period with probably visible effects, three stars, a
climate of average importance, one or two stars, a short period or little significance, such as a collective
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transit. The colour red indicates a period of tension, the colour gold, a sometimes too inactive period of
satisfaction, the colour orange, a mixed conjunction transit with a positive or negative impact,
- the interpretation text, which may begin with one or two warnings about the analysis of your natal
chart.
The new version of our report includes major improvements and becomes "intelligent". Instead of
displaying a mere series of transits, each interpretation is systematically compared with the configuration
of the natal chart. The purpose is to detect recurring transits, transits to the Ascendant ruler, as well as
natal planets under stress. This is similar to what a seasoned astrologer does in his one-to-one
consultations.
Moreover, "collective" transits, i.e. transits to slow-moving planets, are now displayed - even though
they are not very active - except for the Moon, because she moves too fast and exerts no significant
influence over slow-moving planets.
Besides, our detailed forecasts take into account what is referred to as "slow transits", the most
important ones, since they last a long time and are generated by Pluto, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter,
and Mars to a lesser extent, and by "fast transits", i.e. those of Mercury, Venus, and the Sun. This means
that this report provides at the same time a forecast report and a real diary for small events and feelings.
Slow transits reveal the future climate you may experience and/or feel, whereas fast transits bring about
minor fluctuations, although sometimes they may be active. This is the reason why the titles of the slow
transits texts are underlined, which is not the case for fast transits; they should be considered as an
addition to the main forecasts indicated by slow transits.
Important remark: certain paragraphs are repeated, especially those of the Moon, who moves rapidly and
travels around the zodiac in less than a month. This is absolutely normal and intentional, for the sake of
clarity. Furthermore, seen from the Earth - the reference in astrology - all planets except the luminaries
make periodic retrogradations and may pass on a sensitive point of your natal chart several times,
producing exactly identical influences afterwards.
To make the most of your report, we suggest that you extensively use the interactivity of the Aspectarian
on page 8-9. With our new functionality, clicking on any transit gives you a direct access to its
interpretation. Once you have read it, you can get back to the Aspectarian by clicking on the return icon
and so on. In this way, you can easily go to the periods or to the transits you are interested in.
Read your forecast now, bearing in mind that the stars incline but do not compel. Astrology is a tool
which should be used to live better, to take action during the most harmonious periods, and to put things
into perspective during more challenging periods. The indications provided must not inspire dread but
must offer help.
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Your Charts: Natal and Transits
Scarlett, born November 22, 1984, at 07:00 AM, New York (New York), New York [74.00W ; 40.42N ;
5W00]
Natal Planets
Sun

0°22'

In House

Natal Houses

Sagittarius

House 1

House 1

1°08'

Sagittarius

Moon

24°12'

Scorpio

House 12

House 2

2°49'

Capricorn

Mercury

21°46'

Sagittarius

House 1

House 3

9°52'

Aquarius

Venus

10°13'

Capricorn

House 2

House 4

16°35'

Pisces

Mars

5°04'

Aquarius

House 2

House 5

17°03'

Aries

Jupiter

12°48'

Capricorn

House 2

House 6

11°06'

Taurus

Saturn

20°25'

Scorpio

House 12

House 7

1°08'

Gemini

Uranus

12°59'

Sagittarius

House 1

House 8

2°49'

Cancer

Neptune

0°02'

Capricorn

House 1

House 9

9°52'

Leo

Pluto

3°11'

Scorpio

House 11

House 10

16°35'

Virgo

Node

27°27'

Taurus

House 6

House 11

17°03'

Libra

Lilith

27°35' R

Aries

House 5

House 12

11°06'

Scorpio

* In keeping with the common practice, we consider that a planet posited within 1 degree of the next house belongs to
that house. We allow an orb of 2 degrees for the ASC and the MC.
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Your Transits
Chart of your transits on
Saturday 1 October 2022, the first day of your forecast

N.B.: only active transits are analysed, and some transits which are displayed are not. Although fleeting transits are not displayed, they are analysed.

Caption
Conjunction
Opposition and Square
Trine and Sextile
Semi-square and Sesqui-quadrate
Semi-sextile, Quintile and Bi-quintile
Inconjunct
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Your Transits
Chart of your transits on
Saturday 31 December 2022, the last day of your forecast

N.B.: only active transits are analysed, and some transits which are displayed are not. Although fleeting transits are not displayed, they are analysed.

Caption
Conjunction
Opposition and Square
Trine and Sextile
Semi-square and Sesqui-quadrate
Semi-sextile, Quintile and Bi-quintile
Inconjunct
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Autumn 2022 Aspectarian for Scarlett
Mercury - Mars
Sun - Mercury
Mercury - Ascendant
Mercury - Sun
Mercury - Neptune
Venus - Uranus
Venus - Jupiter
Jupiter - Neptune
Venus - Venus
Jupiter - Sun
Sun - Uranus
Sun - Jupiter
Venus - Mars
Venus - Sun
Jupiter - Mars
Uranus - Midheaven
Uranus - Saturn
Pluto - Moon
Jupiter - Ascendant
Neptune - Mercury
Sun - Venus
Venus - Ascendant
Saturn - Saturn
Mars - Mercury
Neptune - Moon
Mercury - Moon
11-2022
Important Transit
Repeating Planetary Link

Conjunction
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Mixed Conjunction

12-2022
Opposition

Trine

Square

Sextile
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Autumn 2022 Aspectarian for Scarlett
Saturn - Moon
Mars - Uranus
Mars - Midheaven
Saturn - Mercury
Sun - Ascendant
Sun - Sun
Neptune - Saturn
Sun - Moon
Sun - Saturn
Mercury - Saturn
Venus - Moon
Mercury - Midheaven
Sun - Midheaven
Venus - Saturn
Venus - Midheaven
Mercury - Pluto
Sun - Mars
Sun - Pluto
Mercury - Mercury
Venus - Pluto
Venus - Neptune
Sun - Neptune
Mercury - Uranus
Mercury - Jupiter
Mercury - Venus
Venus - Mercury
11-2022
Important Transit
Repeating Planetary Link

Conjunction
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Mixed Conjunction

12-2022
Opposition

Trine

Square

Sextile
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Your October Forecast
Casualness and easy contacts
Sextile

Mercury

Moon

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Friday 7 October included (particularly active on Sunday 2 October, with an
orb of 0°00')

You are feeling cool, curious to discover every novelty, and willing to let a stream of fresh air blow
through your daily life. Your open-mindedness enables you to gather valuable pieces of information and
to rake in advice and testimonies offered by people from all walks of life.
Selflessness and lack of prejudice make you a highly attractive person. You are very much sought after,
and your relations with children and adolescents become particularly easy and nice.
During this period, if you must express yourself verbally or in writing, you will by instinct use simple,
clear, and persuasive words. Therefore, you will be able to enlarge the scope of your audience and
convince them to adopt your ideas.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Romanticism and imagination
Trine

Neptune

Moon

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Saturday 1 October,
with an orb of 0°34')

This period encourages the full expression of your sensitivity. As you are stimulated by a multitude of
different impressions, you listen attentively to people’s needs, and your actions, marked with idealism,
benefit everybody. This transit is also good for turning your wildest dreams into reality: travels, romantic
escapades, etc.
You look on the bright side of life. You attract good luck with your open-mindedness, your tolerance,
and your friendly attitude.
The transformations occurring in your home make you feel more comfortable in the place where you live.
You are emotionally fulfilled, and you make yourself available for your kindred.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
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prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Blunders and overheated mind
Opposition

Mars

Mercury

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Sunday 16 October included (particularly active on Thursday 6 October, with
an orb of 0°04')

Right now, your mind is in an overheated state. You try to understand everything, to rule everything, and
to participate in all conversations, but you cannot follow any more the speedy pace you have set for
yourself. This brings about many incoherent words, blunders, slips of tongue, and brusque moves
causing small accidents.
If you are confronted with a problem that you must solve, give yourself a few days to ponder, because
right now, you are unable to apply your weak reasoning abilities to the crude reality of facts.
You tend to be overly rigid, which harms your adaptation powers. You wish the world functioned
according to your desires, and it is precisely in this biased approach that the main cause of your setbacks
lies.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Slowdown and fatigue
Square

Saturn

Saturn (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Thursday 8 December,
with an orb of 0°02')

You are going through a slowdown period. Annoyances or last minute changes of programme hamper
your initiatives and thwart the actions you have already launched. You are facing difficult choices
requiring sacrifice and hard work. To solve this dilemma, you tend to beat about the bush, which is not a
good strategy.
Socially speaking, you should put this idle time to good use by reviewing your working methods. If you
find that you have strayed into a deadlock, do not hesitate to admit it and to back-pedal, if you still can.
In the area of health, you are most likely to feel tired and listless. You may suffer from mineral deficiency,
in which case hydrotherapy treatments can help you regain your energy.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
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prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Well-being and joie de vivre
Sextile

Venus

Ascendant

Valid on Saturday 1 October, with an orb of 1°37'

Life appears to you in a pleasant, easy, and optimistic light. You gladly accept the proposals and the
suggestions made to you. It takes very little to arouse amazement or compassion in you.
It is quite certain that during this short period you will meet nice persons and that nothing can
jeopardise your well-being.
Nevertheless, do not sit on your laurels, and do not let the first flatterer passing by ensnare you with his
suave words.
You receive from your friends many invitations and many offers to help. Listen to your desire for
entertainment and fantasy, but do not become overly dependent on other people and on their good will.

Immoderate pleasure and lack of realism in the field of affection
Square

Sun

Venus

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Wednesday 5 October included (particularly active on Monday 3 October, with
an orb of 0°05')

You are overly self-centred, and you tend to believe that all the attention must converge on you. Owing to
this distorted vision, you neglect your entourage, and you behave inconsiderately.
You are also avid for pleasure, unable to resist passing infatuations even though they burn a big hole in
your budget.
Your overeating may have repercussions for your skin or your kidneys.
You get easily offended, and you misinterpret every word directed at your romantic partner.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Illusions, mistakes, and misunderstandings
Square

Neptune

Mercury

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Monday 28 November,
with an orb of 0°52')

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
lessened.
This is not a good time to devise new projects. Indeed, not only do you delude yourself, but you may also
misinterpret the information sent to you.
When you are confronted with any sort of problem, you should carry out a thorough research work before
taking any decision, for you do not have the essential data required for a sound reasoning.
You must be wary of some of your acquaintances because several people are trying to take you for a ride
or to mislead you.
Your communication with your friends and relatives is stressful. Although conflicts and unpleasant
confrontations are unlikely, out of fear, cunning, or negligence, everybody tends to allow
misunderstandings to form and develop. In order to avoid this pitfall, you must ascertain that your
explanations are as clear as possible.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Generosity and kindness
Trine

Jupiter

Ascendant

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Friday 18 November included (particularly active on Sunday 16 October, with
an orb of 0°02')

You are blessed with a big wave of good luck which enables you to highlight your talents and to fit
harmoniously in a social or family structure. Instead of being selfish, you let your friends and relatives
take advantage of the nice opportunities coming your way.
To put this transit to good use, sign contracts which are profitable for both parties, seek the strong
support of a colleague, or identify steadily expanding markets.
If you are engaged in a romance, you get along well with your partner. You shower him with sweet
attentions, and he reciprocates your caring and considerate behaviour.
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Fulfilling inner transformation
Sextile

Pluto

Moon

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Tuesday 22 November included (particularly active on Saturday 1 October,
with an orb of 1°55')

This exciting and fruitful period enables you to strike a balance between your fiercest and most
spontaneous desires and the unfolding of your routine. You can devote yourself with passion to an
emotionally fulfilling activity. Instead of enjoying it secretly, you dispense around you the treasures of
your tender and awesome personality.
You can fearlessly implement changes in the organisation of your family life, for everyone will benefit
from them. You have the capacity to restore real harmony with your kindred without submitting yourself
to them.
You may also achieve – or regain – a very strong affective and sexual closeness with your partner.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Radical and dangerous changes
Opposition

Uranus

Saturn (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Friday 14 October included (particularly active on Saturday 1 October, with an
orb of 2°03')

You are not feeling too motivated, rather sick, and tired of your daily life. In both the affective and the
professional areas, you have the impression that you are caught up in routine and that the possibilities to
assert yourself are trapped within four walls. This is the reason why you are planning to implement
radical changes.
If this becomes possible in the long run, you will need to exercise a great deal of patience because you
will meet with resistance and obstruction, and your progression will be slowed down. This frustrating
prospect may be caused mainly by your own hesitations. Indeed, you are anxious, and whenever you are
in front of something new, which you brought about yourself, you back down instead of taking action.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.
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Revival at work and at home
Trine

Uranus

Midheaven

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Thursday 17 November,
with an orb of 0°00')

The forthcoming period promises to be full of professional changes having positive consequences on
your position. You look at the future with optimism. You learn new techniques as you get more involved
in what you are doing, and you manage to rapidly demonstrate your competences.
However, all this will force you to set aside your family life and perhaps to move house in order to adjust
to the upward trend of your social status. Even though at first the atmosphere at home becomes quite
electric, everyone will benefit from the disruption finally.

Thirst for initiatives and oncoming success
Sextile

Jupiter

Mars

Valid from Saturday 1 October till Monday 3 October included (particularly active on Saturday 1 October, with an
orb of 2°00')

Your dynamism and your enterprising spirit are at their highest level of intensity and efficiency. You take
the firm decisions required to protect your interests. Do not be afraid to make mistakes, for all your
assessments are accurate. You manage to promote yourself, and you can be propelled to a higher social
position.
This is a promising period for activities related to sports and vehicles as well as for works requiring
extraordinary strength.
If you consider filing an administrative claim or a lawsuit, you are very likely to win.
You burn a great deal of energy, but you enjoy it very much. Indeed, you find that being in action is
tremendously fulfilling and enables you to recharge your batteries.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Dialogue and intuition
Conjunction

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Saturday 1 October, with an orb of 2°40'

You can expect your relations to be favoured today. Your entourage don't have to spell things out since
you are able to easily pick up what they mean. This acute intuition allows you to catch major
information! For the time being, the best thing is to pretend you heard nothing, because tomorrow, what
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you have learnt will prove to be valuable. Do not hesitate to chat and to initiate dialogues, the stake of
which will emerge only as the conversation goes by. A fortuitous encounter may trigger something off in
your mind.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Harmony and diplomacy
Sextile

Venus

Sun

Valid on Saturday 1 October, with an orb of 2°23'

The forthcoming days offer much solace. Harmony prevails in your entourage, past disagreements fade
away, and numerous tokens of friendship and consideration put you in a cheerful, optimistic and
welcoming mood.
Your tact and your diplomacy work wonders, and you manage to influence in your favour all the people
you approach.
Do not forget to polish up your looks, for right now appearances are quite important.
The period is good for parties, for outings with friends, for leisure travels, etc.
The period is good for parties, outings with friends, leisure travels, etc.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Gentle way of life and good mood
Moon in House I
Valid on Saturday 1 October

Today, you feel fine, balanced, at peace with yourself and you are willing to show yourself in the most
favourable light. Your feelings, your emotions and your imagination are increased and you perceive the
world around you in a very personal way. Like a radar picking up your close friends' feelings, you need to
be in tune with them, you share their happiness or you find the right word to comfort them. You are
always there when you are needed and you are caring. Nevertheless, be careful not to become
overwhelmed. This lovely day belongs to you, therefore take care of yourself and have fun!
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Sensuality and love initiatives
Trine

Venus

Mars

Valid from Sunday 2 October till Tuesday 4 October included (particularly active on Monday 3 October, with an
orb of 0°11')

Life smiles on you, because in all circumstances you are able to combine seductiveness with firmness,
and kindness with authority. In such conditions, how could anyone resist you?
Take advantage of this asset to seek a rapprochement with all the people you are at loggerheads with.
Make the first move. If you need to send a request to persons known for their aggressiveness or their
sternness, go ahead. Your straightforward and warm behaviour will overcome their hostility.
In the romantic area, you can expect great joys. Follow your sensual impulses and your desire for
insouciance.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Unreasonable expenses...
Moon in House II
Valid from Sunday 2 October till Tuesday 4 October included

Attention, place your bets... Rien ne va plus... Financial worries are on the agenda! A friend who lent you
money shows up because he wants it back? You receive a call from your banker informing you that you
overspent this month? The expected salary increase is put off? Whatever the reason, you are worried and
in a bad mood because you don't know how you can solve these problems quickly. In order to forget
them, you may be tempted to buy yourself a few presents, but you must beware of "compulsive
shopping"! It may be more reasonable to postpone until tomorrow...

Contentment and serenity
Sextile

Moon

Sun

Valid on Tuesday 4 October, with an orb of 1°12'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
This is an excellent day to make a pause and enjoy your recovered serenity. It is the right time for you to
be forgiven for your fits of bad temper and to regain the sympathy that your aloof attitude may have
lessened. Above all, it is the right time for innovative projects that radically change life! Things unfold
smoothly... On the social and professional planes, everything seems to develop very naturally: you let
yourself be carried away by the stream and you carefully avoid all forms of tension or aggressiveness.
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This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Excessive confidence and extravagant expenses
Square

Sun

Jupiter

Valid from Tuesday 4 October till Friday 7 October included (particularly active on Thursday 6 October, with an
orb of 0°27')

In your natal chart, Jupiter is the ruler of your Ascendant. This is the reason why the transit received
must be analysed with special care, because its influence may be stronger than in the case of another
planet, assuming that the configuration is identical.
Your excessive self-confidence and your unintentional insolence may bring about a few blunders. You
should refrain from talking about your projects before they are actually operational, otherwise you may
be blamed for the disappointments you caused involuntary.
In the financial area, avoid unforeseen expenditures, and do not buy gifts which are beyond your budget
just because you want to impress the recipient. Similarly, do not take out a loan for the time being.
Physically speaking, watch your liver and your arterial circulation.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Inventiveness and nice surprises
Sextile

Sun

Uranus (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Tuesday 4 October till Saturday 8 October included (particularly active on Thursday 6 October, with
an orb of 0°16')

You have the winds in your sails, and you are able to impose on the members of your entourage the
changes you have been hoping for during a long time. People will follow you and will acknowledge the
worth of your suggestions.
The period is also auspicious for showcasing your professional skills, your creativity, and your innovative
mind. You get along well with non-conformist friends.
Since you fully control your body, you should attend a fitness centre or start a therapeutic treatment
using unusual methods.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
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involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Personal achievement
Trine

Jupiter

Sun

Valid from Tuesday 4 October till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Saturday 24 December,
with an orb of 0°00')

External circumstances are propitious for your personal initiatives. They are a great credit to you, and
they are immediately supported by the people you wanted to impress. Your frank, fair, and optimistic
attitude is instrumental in your success.
If you are working in a close-knit team under the guidance of a strong hierarchy, you can show yourself
to advantage and get promoted to a higher position. If you want to become the spokesperson for your
entourage, your requests or your explanations will be fully taken into account.
In the financial area, you may be blessed with unexpected cash coming in, which will enable you to
pamper yourself and, why not, to indulge in a travel. If you must take an exam or a competitive
examination, your chance of success is great.
You feel that your romantic partner loves you, supports you, and appreciates you. It is possible to legalise
your relationship during this period. If you are already married, you may experience a new honeymoon.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Minor misunderstandings ahead
Moon in House III
Valid from Wednesday 5 October till Friday 7 October included

It seems that good mood is not accepted during this period and that you find it hard to communicate.
Exchanges with your entourage are marked with distrust and they weigh heavy on you. You don't find
the words you need to explain yourself and misunderstandings may lead to quarrels. Therefore, don't
start discussions that result in nothing positive and save your arguments for better days. If you prefer to
isolate yourself and make a break, you are right because, as you know well, sometimes, silence is
golden...
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Annoyances and... fits of bad temper
Square

Moon

Sun

Valid on Thursday 6 October, with an orb of 0°14'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
lessened.
It is likely that this day is marked with fits of bad temper. You are concerned about your public image
and therefore, you are more sensitive than you usually are. The slightest detail offends you... So, an
inappropriate word hurts you, a badly formulated concept brings about incomprehension. In such a
context, it is advisable to cool down and wait until the dust settles before you discuss essential matters.
When people get worked up, it may be because you are too pernickety: it is better to slow down.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Displeasure and affective misunderstandings
Square

Venus

Venus

Valid from Thursday 6 October till Saturday 8 October included (particularly active on Friday 7 October, with an
orb of 0°02')

You are in a grumpy mood. Nothing finds favour in your eyes, and among the sensations coming from
the outside world, you notice only those which stir displeasure, sadness, or disgust.
Brace your heart during the next several days, otherwise you may miss nice opportunities to meet up
with friends or lovers, just because you do not know, or you cannot, go with the stream.
If you feel depressed, you can enhance your self-image by offering yourself a gift, by going to the
hairdresser or to the beautician. This will help you regain confidence in your charm.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Slackening and temptations
Square

Jupiter

Neptune (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Friday 7 October till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Thursday 27 October,
with an orb of 0°01')

During this period, you may let yourself sink into slackening and carelessness. You are unable to force
yourself to stick to any sort of discipline. Therefore, if you are taking tranquillisers, tobacco, alcohol, or
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any type of drugs, you must be careful not to become an addict.
In the romantic area and in society, you play with appearances. You abuse your powers of seduction, and
you resort to blandishments too often. Do not make promises that you do not intend to keep, and beware
of the enchanted feelings you arouse.
Your general tendency to be scatterbrained and messy affects the management of your finances, an area
you ought to handle cautiously, for your own sake. In addition, do not take everything people say at face
value. Remain on your guard, because you run the risk of becoming the victim of a more or less serious
swindle.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Reprehensible exuberance
Square

Venus

Jupiter

Valid from Saturday 8 October till Monday 10 October included (particularly active on Sunday 9 October, with an
orb of 0°02')

In your natal chart, Jupiter is the ruler of your Ascendant. This is the reason why the transit received
must be analysed with special care, because its influence may be stronger than in the case of another
planet, assuming that the configuration is identical. Besides, these planets are linked by a conjunction in
your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be lessened.
You ought to beware of your feelings as well as of the reactions they are whispering to your ears. Indeed,
your views are quite subjective, and you are unable to set your limits in any area. Although you are driven
by nice intentions only and willing to share your pleasures and your joys, you put your foot in your
mouth, and you may become bad-mannered and overly exuberant.
Do not meddle into what is happening to your friends and relatives, and think twice before you speak,
lest you should commit an indiscretion out of carelessness.
In the romantic area, you find that social conventions or proprieties are suffocating. Be reassured,
because this is transient. Try to listen to what your partner wishes to tell you instead of interrupting him
and speaking on his behalf.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Emotional revival and pleasant surprises
Sextile

Venus

Uranus (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Saturday 8 October till Tuesday 11 October included (particularly active on Sunday 9 October, with an
orb of 0°14')

You manage to combine successfully affective life with independence, and you are most likely to get a lot
of satisfaction from the heart-to-heart talks you called forth. This is an auspicious time for a new
romantic start as well as for lonely escapades enabling you to regain your autonomy.
You tremendously enjoy the company of the unusual and nonconformist people with whom you have
very unconstrained relations.
Photography and disciplines such as yoga or sophrology provide an excellent outlet for your emotions.
You feel good about yourself, because you are freed from all the inhibitions and blockages which stem
from your past.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Contentment and serenity
Trine

Moon

Sun

Valid on Saturday 8 October, with an orb of 2°04'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
This is an excellent day to make a pause and enjoy your recovered serenity. It is the right time for you to
be forgiven for your fits of bad temper and to regain the sympathy that your aloof attitude may have
lessened. Above all, it is the right time for innovative projects that radically change life! Things unfold
smoothly... On the social and professional planes, everything seems to develop very naturally: you let
yourself be carried away by the stream and you carefully avoid all forms of tension or aggressiveness.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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Minor annoyances at home
Moon in House IV
Valid from Saturday 8 October till Sunday 9 October included

You are not willing to receive anybody today and you feel like sticking the notice "Do not disturb" at
your door. You are not in the mood for dialogue and therefore, communication may be difficult, even
with your parents or your children, since the points of dissension deal with the family and daily life
themes. In order to feel in security and regain inner calm and peace of mind, you probably need to
isolate yourself in your corner or to withdraw into yourself until tensions and worries subside and your
good mood is back. Be careful, don't zone out for too long and don't cut yourself off from the world as if
you were a hermit...

Gullibility and blunders
Square

Mercury

Neptune (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Sunday 9 October till Wednesday 12 October included (particularly active on Monday 10 October, with
an orb of 0°34')

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
lessened.
During a few days, you will need to be on your guard. Indeed, your gullibility in the field of human
relations is as big as your absent-mindedness in the field of material matters. Therefore, do not take
everything you are told for granted. You must at least check the plausibility of the proposals people put
forward, otherwise you will become a perfect victim for unscrupulous crooks.
You must also get all your ducks in a row. Also ascertain that you have locked the door of your house or
of your car. If you have to contact someone or if you must start a procedure, you must double-check the
time and the venue of your meeting before you leave.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Emotions and minor frustrations
Square

Moon

Venus

Valid on Sunday 9 October, with an orb of 1°51'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
slightly increased.
There is a minor frustration amid an affective quite fulfilling atmosphere. Would your partner be in a bad
mood? Or are your expectations out of touch? It may not be the right time. Calm things down because
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hastiness can only lead to a foolish mistake. It is better to allow spirits to cool off without influencing
events. An obvious tension is likely to linger and, as a result, blunt explanations and temporary
turbulences may cloud the idyllic atmosphere for a few hours. Let the storm blow over!
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Sense of repartee
Sextile

Mercury

Sun

Valid from Sunday 9 October till Wednesday 12 October included (particularly active on Tuesday 11 October,
with an orb of 0°18')

Your comments are in line with your primary goals. You manage to seize every opportunity to take the
floor at the right time. Your eloquence and your wits help you plead your cause before the persons who
are in the best position to help you.
You know how to highlight the most constructive features of your projects and how to earn the support
of decision-makers. When you carry out an analysis or a research, you display good assimilation
faculties, and you get right to the point. If you participate in a discussion involving your interests, you
use your arguments with brio and authority.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Fruitful exchanges and letters
Sextile

Mercury

Ascendant

Valid from Monday 10 October till Thursday 13 October included (particularly active on Tuesday 11 October,
with an orb of 0°27')

Your intellectual exchanges are very fruitful. You are curious and open-minded, and your relations with
your friends and relatives are marked with closeness, tolerance, and humour.
The current period is excellent for writing letters, making short trips, and going on excursions. Among
the matters you are interested in, you are very likely to glean by accident some information which will
help you adjust to the situation and make the most of the nice opportunities coming your way.
Your romantic partner is willing to communicate and to share his leisure activities with you. If you follow
him, you can deepen your bond.
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Luck and seduction !
Moon in House V
Valid from Monday 10 October till Tuesday 11 October included

Today, luck smiles on you! Nothing in your daily life weighs heavy on you, life is beautiful and you are
ready to savour all its simple pleasures. Your imagination stirs up your sensitivity and the idea occurs to
you to carry out some artistic activity in order to give your creativity free rein. Are you going to decorate
your house, take up your brushes again, resume playing an instrument or just listen to your favourite
song? Your children are the centre of your attention and you are willing to spend some time with them.
Unless you dedicate your emotions to the games of love... One thing is certain, the day is going to be
gorgeous!

Good mood and romantic harmony
Trine

Moon

Venus

Valid on Tuesday 11 October, with an orb of 1°30'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly lessened.
It all starts with a moment of intimacy, a privileged minute that strongly boost your spirits! All of a
sudden, everything becomes possible. You begin to dream of more poetry and your contagious
tactfulness commands your partner's respect. Let yourself be carried away by the tide since the outcomes
can only be positive... On the romantic plane, this is an ideal day to programme a few hours of escape
and forget yesterday's misunderstandings. Choose a place conducive to a serene tête-à-tête.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Sensitivity all on edge...
Opposition

Moon

Moon

Valid on Wednesday 12 October, with an orb of 2°39'

The Moon is playing tricks on you: the weather today is stormy, full of turbulences and excitement. It
will be difficult to stay serene as your habits are upset. In this context, you must remain clear-sighted in
order to thwart traps caused by hasty actions. Turmoil stems from your high sensitivity to danger:
whether you are right or wrong, you don't feel safe, as if some unknown element troubled your peace of
mind.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
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prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Minor tension among colleagues
Moon in House VI
Valid on Wednesday 12 October

Today, you find it difficult to work because you are irritated by constraints, distressed by the heavy
atmosphere and you feel disheartened. In short, you are stressed and it affects your physical condition.
You are not going to come over faint, are you? Take a break to catch your breath! Haven't you set your
standards too high? Is your perfectionism your executioner? You have your limitations too and you have
the right to be tired. Don't always strive to do more, quickly give up your inferiority complex because
everybody fully appreciates you. Therefore, wait until you recover your energy and in the meantime,
don't forget... Let go!

Self-control and good mood
Trine

Moon

Mars

Valid on Thursday 13 October, with an orb of 0°58'

These planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may be
slightly increased.
After a few tensions, timely serenity is back. The news is reassuring and, all of a sudden, the steps you
have to take seem easier and require no exaggerated effort... It is just about time. In spite of demanding
circumstances, you can eventually enjoy some respite and let go. You control your aggressiveness better
and you solve problems, one after the other, without clash. You highly value your small daily victories.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Smooth dialogue and communication
Sextile

Sun

Mercury

Valid from Thursday 13 October till Monday 17 October included (particularly active on Saturday 15 October,
with an orb of 0°22')

You behave with energy and authority, which earns you many impressive successes, particularly with
youths. You stand up for your opinions with courage, and you arouse the admiration of your loved ones.
If you need to put forward a request or to take an initiative, you will benefit from the support of an
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influential person.
You establish a fruitful dialogue with your romantic partner. Moreover, your relations with males in
general are marked with humour and understanding.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Intellectual efficiency
Trine

Mercury

Mars

Valid from Thursday 13 October till Saturday 15 October included (particularly active on Friday 14 October, with
an orb of 0°13')

You display self-confidence when you participate in a discussion or when you carry out an intellectual
work. You mainly concentrate on your projects, you progress in leaps and bounds, and you get rid of
pointless details and frills. This attitude is fruitful. It enables you to do an excellent job within a short
time span. Moreover, it helps you assert yourself during heated conversations.
This is the right time to claim your dues and to take difficult steps. If you work as an intern, you will find
your training very enriching, because you smoothly fit in the team and you are highly competent when
you are in the field.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Minor annoyance with your contacts
Moon in House VII
Valid from Thursday 13 October till Saturday 15 October included

In the communication area, the day is not really impressive. Whether at work or at home, you have the
feeling that everyone has become deaf. No one hears you and what you say receives no echo. Instead of
complaining about an unwillingness to understand and taking the risk to create misunderstandings and
conflicts, try to write down everything... And since you feel that you are cut off from the world, stay in
your own! It is better than to follow the crowd at any cost and be influenced by people. Indeed, you may
not forgive them, later on. Quietly wait until they get out of their personal bubble!
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Warm contacts
Sextile

Venus

Mercury

Valid from Saturday 15 October till Tuesday 18 October included (particularly active on Sunday 16 October, with
an orb of 0°16')

The overall climate is auspicious for exchanging views as well as for holding discussions and
negotiations in an atmosphere of cordiality and mutual tolerance. You ought to make the most of it by
putting forward requests and making short trips so as to move closer to the friends and relatives with
whom you lost contact.
Unexpected letters and telephone calls offer a great deal of happiness.
In the area of romance, you remain aloof, reluctant to let emotions overwhelm you, and willing above all
to protect your independence as well as that of your partner. Flirting, amorous friendships, and
light-hearted banters are on the agenda.
You demonstrate excellent skills in your verbal and written communication, and you project of yourself a
warm image.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Emotions and minor frustrations
Opposition

Moon

Venus

Valid on Sunday 16 October, with an orb of 0°07'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
slightly increased.
There is a minor frustration amid an affective quite fulfilling atmosphere. Would your partner be in a bad
mood? Or are your expectations out of touch? It may not be the right time. Calm things down because
hastiness can only lead to a foolish mistake. It is better to allow spirits to cool off without influencing
events. An obvious tension is likely to linger and, as a result, blunt explanations and temporary
turbulences may cloud the idyllic atmosphere for a few hours. Let the storm blow over!
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Anxiety and doubts
Moon in House VIII
Valid from Sunday 16 October till Tuesday 18 October included

Today, you may feel swamped by overflowing emotions and too many muddled and wild feelings, the
reasons of which are beyond you. All these factors move you deeply. Destabilizing anxiety, fears and
distress follow one another and upset you to the extent that you always imagine the worst scenario. Is
there a delay? You immediately think of an accident... Does your partner exchange a glance with
someone else? You think that love is gone... Is it the reality or only your imagination playing tricks on
you? You want to understand the reasons behind your deep insecurity but you seem to lack
clear-sightedness. Don't search any longer! Your imaginary world is a bit intrusive and your fears are
totally unwarranted. Remain Zen...

Clumsy communication
Square

Mercury

Venus

Valid from Monday 17 October till Tuesday 18 October included (particularly active on Monday 17 October, with
an orb of 0°44')

Your intellectual concerns or your worries prevent you from communicating as much as you would like
to with your friends and relatives. Everyone remains on one’s position, mulls over one’s resentment or
polishes one’s plan of action.
You ought to respect this very fleeting desire for silence. Indeed, if you try to force people to speak up, it
is most likely that they will answer you with quite acerbic words.
If you attend small meetings, avoid raising issues that are dear to your heart, and do not mention your
romantic adventures, for indiscretions are highly probable and may put you in an awkward situation later
on.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Gentle way of life
Trine

Moon

Moon

Valid on Monday 17 October, with an orb of 1°59'

This is a day of rest, during which you enjoy being in some exotic dream where poetry prevails over
reason... You travel, mentally, at least! The desire to escape is very real and you have difficulties in
running your day-to-day business. As a consequence, a few annoyances may crop up, but that is the least
of your worries... Your concern is to enjoy to the fullest the moment of daydreaming that you badly need.
This is your way of recharging your batteries and recovering your mental strength.
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During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Calm down! Tensions are subsiding soon!
Opposition

Moon

Mars

Valid on Tuesday 18 October, with an orb of 0°57'

These planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
slightly lessened.
Thrills are on the agenda! Were you seeking intense emotions? There you are. Nevertheless, amid this
idyllic climate, clear-sightedness remains indispensable. A glitch is all it takes to jeopardize your plans, a
minor incident, the regrettable consequences of which develop as time goes by. Therefore, it is advisable
to anticipate and to avoid traps right from the start. Hold back your impatience because feverishness
may block the energies of the day. More than ever, self-control is indispensable.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Exaggeration and bad manners
Square

Mercury

Jupiter

Valid from Tuesday 18 October till Thursday 20 October included (particularly active on Wednesday 19 October,
with an orb of 0°03')

In your natal chart, Jupiter is the ruler of your Ascendant. This is the reason why the transit received
must be analysed with special care, because its influence may be stronger than in the case of another
planet, assuming that the configuration is identical.
You need to weigh your words during the next few days, for you are prone to clumsiness. As you feel
comfortable in the quite euphoric atmosphere surrounding you, you may exaggerate, embellish the truth
or make promises you will have a hard time keeping, later on.
Be on your guard, and beware of your boastful tendencies. Do not commit any indiscretions, and do not
betray secrets, no matter how insignificant they may seem.
If you are studying, avoid skimming through your subjects, and do not minimise the importance of
details.
Relations with your friends and relatives may be upset by the bad manners or the carelessness prevailing
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on both sides. Ensure that your disorganisation does not jeopardise the pace of your daily routine.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Original discoveries and exchanges
Sextile

Mercury

Uranus (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Tuesday 18 October till Thursday 20 October included (particularly active on Wednesday 19 October,
with an orb of 0°15')

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
The period is auspicious for free and tolerant exchanges, as well as for intellectual researches on sciences
and state-of-the-art techniques. Your particularly alert and intuitive mind can grasp the gist of the
communications and information coming within your reach.
Likewise, if you have to talk about yourself, or to underline your qualities and your skills, you manage to
present yourself in the best possible light. You come across as a capable, dynamic and future-oriented
person. Therefore, do not make the mistake of being shy, and do not waste such a wonderful
opportunity.
Short trips undertaken with friends and relatives provide many delights and discoveries which stimulate
your brain and set your imagination on fire.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Idealism and need to escape
Moon in House IX
Valid from Wednesday 19 October till Friday 21 October included

Today, your horizon line is cloudless. You think big and it is with optimism that you consider the outer
world. There are no limits any more and it seems that nothing can hinder the projects you want to
undertake. Your feelings and your opinion are tinted with idealism. You need to isolate yourself for a
short while, so you can think, meditate, and perhaps, find the answers to your philosophical questions.
Do you have a sudden desire for faraway travels? Should the opportunity arise, don't hesitate! Unless you
are contented with long imaginary journeys, the departure of which you constantly postpone... In any
case, you are far from material contingencies... What a great wisdom!
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Annoyances and... fits of bad temper
Square

Moon

Sun

Valid on Thursday 20 October, with an orb of 2°07'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
lessened.
It is likely that this day is marked with fits of bad temper. You are concerned about your public image
and therefore, you are more sensitive than you usually are. The slightest detail offends you... So, an
inappropriate word hurts you, a badly formulated concept brings about incomprehension. In such a
context, it is advisable to cool down and wait until the dust settles before you discuss essential matters.
When people get worked up, it may be because you are too pernickety: it is better to slow down.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Good mood and romantic harmony
Trine

Moon

Venus

Valid on Friday 21 October, with an orb of 0°25'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly lessened.
It all starts with a moment of intimacy, a privileged minute that strongly boost your spirits! All of a
sudden, everything becomes possible. You begin to dream of more poetry and your contagious
tactfulness commands your partner's respect. Let yourself be carried away by the tide since the outcomes
can only be positive... On the romantic plane, this is an ideal day to programme a few hours of escape
and forget yesterday's misunderstandings. Choose a place conducive to a serene tête-à-tête.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Sensitivity and intuition
Sextile

Sun

Neptune (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Friday 21 October till Tuesday 25 October included (particularly active on Sunday 23 October, with an
orb of 0°04')

These planets are linked by a semi-sextile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly increased.
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You have faith in what you are doing, which inspires you excellent initiatives. Your standpoints, which
are both firm and subtle, constitute your best asset for getting noticed and being accepted by those who
can further your ambitions.
You may get a promotion, or your prestige may increase, especially if you work within a large
community or in a healthcare setting.
Your vitality is revived, if needed, as you are in contact with the sea or with water. All escapades, even
short ones, contribute to boost and maintain your energy.
Your relations with your romantic partner, and with men in general, are based on a nice mutual
understanding.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Intuition and inspiration
Sextile

Venus

Neptune (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Friday 21 October till Monday 24 October included (particularly active on Sunday 23 October, with an
orb of 0°14')

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
Your love life and your friends are offering you the opportunity to open your heart, to disclose your nice
inspirations, and to show your altruism without fearing to be betrayed. You are right there when your
assistance is required, and by sheer luck, you immediately provide your friends and relatives with
whatever they badly need.
Your acute and subtle perception enables you to give sound and relevant advice to everyone. You can
heed your affective impulses and participate in collective humanitarian projects, or attend artistic
performances.
You are interested in psychology, in several types of medicine, as well as in nutrition, etc. The members
of your entourage benefit from the knowledge you gain in these disciplines.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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Gentle way of life
Sextile

Moon

Moon

Valid on Saturday 22 October, with an orb of 0°52'

This is a day of rest, during which you enjoy being in some exotic dream where poetry prevails over
reason... You travel, mentally, at least! The desire to escape is very real and you have difficulties in
running your day-to-day business. As a consequence, a few annoyances may crop up, but that is the least
of your worries... Your concern is to enjoy to the fullest the moment of daydreaming that you badly need.
This is your way of recharging your batteries and recovering your mental strength.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Restlessness and nervousness
Square

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Saturday 22 October, with an orb of 1°33'

You put aside your habits, you shelve all kinds of conformism that have started to smother you. Your
entourage is going to be surprised! It is the time to take action according to your aspirations, your whims
and your dreams... You intensely experience a situation in full transformation. Ideas abound in such
great numbers that you find it difficult to make a synthesis of all the pieces of the jigsaw... Because of
your relatively restless mind, you may not be able to keep this highly complex game under control.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Popularity!
Moon in House X
Valid from Saturday 22 October till Sunday 23 October included

Today, everything in the social and professional area prompts you to put yourself under the spotlight.
You dedicate your entire sensitivity and intuition to the service of other people and you are in tune with
them. You enjoy a very positive public image and your popularity increases significantly. You are
appreciated and loved, you are told so, and moreover, you are given evidence of your fame! Salary
increase? Promotion? Preferment? All sorts of favours are possible... You have a good sense of timing
and you can jump at opportunities when they arise. Take full advantage of them... This is your day of
glory!
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Self-control and good mood
Trine

Moon

Mars

Valid on Sunday 23 October, with an orb of 1°15'

These planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may be
slightly increased.
After a few tensions, timely serenity is back. The news is reassuring and, all of a sudden, the steps you
have to take seem easier and require no exaggerated effort... It is just about time. In spite of demanding
circumstances, you can eventually enjoy some respite and let go. You control your aggressiveness better
and you solve problems, one after the other, without clash. You highly value your small daily victories.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Passions and impulses
Conjunction

Venus

Pluto (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Monday 24 October till Thursday 27 October included (particularly active on Tuesday 25 October,
with an orb of 0°24')

In your chart, Pluto receives one or many major challenging aspects. Therefore, this conjunction is
mixed and its effects may be two-edged, sometimes positive but sometimes ambiguous.
Your desire for harmony contributes to sooth painful tensions in yourself as well as in your friends and
relatives. You evaluate the situation with a great sense of moderation, and you are unwilling to make a
drama out of it. You manage to curb your impulses without inhibiting them, and, when confronted with
your violence or to that of other people, you find the self-control necessary to defuse crises.
It is most likely that your love life is full of passion. However, you are able to avoid the pitfalls of this
high-voltage energy and to enjoy only its most marvellous facets. Because your sensuality runs high, you
will experience intense moments.
In the financial area, you are starting to reap the benefits of your previous speculations. You also
negotiate with diplomacy when you are involved in a dispute.
The natal planet receiving the transit is in the 11th House. It means that relationships with your friends,
as well as supports granted to you or people protecting you, may be affected and modified during this
period.
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The right word
Sextile

Mercury

Mercury

Valid from Monday 24 October till Tuesday 25 October included (particularly active on Monday 24 October, with
an orb of 0°38')

During a few days, your intellectual fitness, as well as your abilities to communicate verbally and in
writing, are at their top level. You should take this opportunity to put your ideas and your requests on
paper, or to write delicate mails.
You quickly find the right word, and your argumentation is very logical.
You feel the need to make short trips and to organise outings and excursions with your friends and
relatives. Such leisure activities provide a great deal of joy and enable you to discover nice spots and to
ferret out useful addresses.
It is also a good time to read and to collect information on topics you are interested in.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Fortitude
Conjunction

Sun

Pluto (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Monday 24 October till Friday 28 October included (particularly active on Wednesday 26 October,
with an orb of 0°05')

In your chart, Pluto receives one or many major challenging aspects. Therefore, this conjunction is
mixed and its effects may be two-edged, sometimes positive but sometimes ambiguous.
During a few days, since you are endowed with a strong willpower, you should take advantage of it and
make decisions that you want to be final. To further your ambitions, you manage to show yourself to
good advantage. You will be able to achieve your goals, provided you do not imitate any model.
The period is good for taking out an insurance policy, for claiming a reimbursement, as well as for
following a procedure for private income and inheritances.
You may meet a man whom you find both attractive and disturbing. You may also undergo with your
spouse a period of reassessment fraught with turbulence.
The natal planet receiving the transit is in the 11th House. It means that relationships with your friends,
as well as supports granted to you or people protecting you, may be affected and modified during this
period.
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Increased comprehension and sensitivity
Sextile

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Monday 24 October, with an orb of 2°07'

You carry out your investigation relentlessly and you try to understand people's motivations. As you find
some behaviour intriguing, you ask your entourage questions in order to better figure out what is
currently at stake. Is there anything that is hidden from you? It won't take long until you find out.
Thanks to your acute and deep clear-sightedness, you quickly guess what is going on... You won't be
trapped as your sensitivity on the alert endows you with a sixth sense. No matter how complex the
situation may be, you play your game well.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Favoured friendships
Moon in House XI
Valid from Monday 24 October till Tuesday 25 October included

Today, you prefer to exchange ideas with your close friends rather than to attend to your material and
routine affairs. Make the most of it! Connections are established smoothly, you are on the same
wavelength and communication is favoured by a harmonious atmosphere. You may talk about all and
nothing pleasantly or you may carry out lengthy debates so as to reinvent a world that is up to your
ideals! Besides, you may want to become part of a group or an association that shares your centres of
interest. However, don't forget that your family may feel a bit neglected...

Calm down! Tensions are subsiding soon!
Square

Moon

Mars

Valid on Tuesday 25 October, with an orb of 1°48'

These planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
slightly lessened.
Thrills are on the agenda! Were you seeking intense emotions? There you are. Nevertheless, amid this
idyllic climate, clear-sightedness remains indispensable. A glitch is all it takes to jeopardize your plans, a
minor incident, the regrettable consequences of which develop as time goes by. Therefore, it is advisable
to anticipate and to avoid traps right from the start. Hold back your impatience because feverishness
may block the energies of the day. More than ever, self-control is indispensable.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Nervousness and sentimentality
Square

Venus

Mars

Valid from Tuesday 25 October till Friday 28 October included (particularly active on Thursday 27 October, with
an orb of 0°12')

You have the impression that people do not understand the efforts you make in order to help them or to
achieve harmony. As a result, you are faced with an indefinable hostility and a general bad mood which
thwarts your initiatives aiming at restoring the balance in your professional and romantic relations.
Your sensitivity becomes even more exacerbated, and you shift from cheerfulness to sullenness at the
drop of a hat. Rein in your reactions, because biased by your subjectivity, you may turn all events into
tragedies.
Do not let your adversaries pull the rug from under your feet without reacting. A dash of passion is all it
takes to help you feel good about yourself.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Clumsy communication and physical rashness
Square

Sun

Mars

Valid from Wednesday 26 October till Sunday 30 October included (particularly active on Friday 28 October, with
an orb of 0°01')

These planets are linked by a sextile in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
lessened.
During a few days, you should avoid getting involved in quarrels which do not concern you. Indeed, you
may utter outrageous or clumsy words, you may make brusque movements, and you may throw a
tantrum. Because you are unable to control yourself, you are most likely to express your rebellion and
your bitterness too forcefully.
Stormy exchanges of viewpoints with a father figure or with elder brothers are looming and should be
avoided if possible, for nothing good can come out of such clashes.
You also tend to be aggressive towards your romantic partner and towards men in general. Physically
speaking, you must be careful, because the curtness of your moves may provoke wounds or falls.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Fruitful quietness
Moon in House XII
Valid on Wednesday 26 October

Even though people have the feeling that you are avoiding them, don't hesitate to zone out if you are so
inclined. It is likely that you need peace and quietness in order to ponder over your problems and to sort
out what is real from what is imaginary. You also need solitude to assess the situation and to find the
right answers to your questions. Silence helps you deepen your thoughts about spirituality and also
encourages your meditation. Take full advantage of this short constructive retreat to recharge your
batteries...

Authority, prestige and popularity
Conjunction

Moon

Sun

Valid on Thursday 27 October, with an orb of 0°51'

The Sun and the Moon form a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction
are strengthened.
Your social life has the place of honour. Your qualities are acknowledged without your having to put
yourself forward in an exaggerated way. You are in harmony with the ambient mood and you are able to
convince your entourage to follow a project that is well devised. You exude some kind of natural aura
that reinforces your prestige and endows you with undisputable authority. Take advantage of this
favourable astrological climate to implement smoothly the course of action you are dreaming of. You
easily find your place within your social and professional environment.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Gentle way of life and good mood
Moon in House I
Valid from Thursday 27 October till Saturday 29 October included

Today, you feel fine, balanced, at peace with yourself and you are willing to show yourself in the most
favourable light. Your feelings, your emotions and your imagination are increased and you perceive the
world around you in a very personal way. Like a radar picking up your close friends' feelings, you need to
be in tune with them, you share their happiness or you find the right word to comfort them. You are
always there when you are needed and you are caring. Nevertheless, be careful not to become
overwhelmed. This lovely day belongs to you, therefore take care of yourself and have fun!
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Inspiration and warm exchanges
Sextile

Mercury

Neptune (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Friday 28 October till Sunday 30 October included (particularly active on Saturday 29 October, with an
orb of 0°28')

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
Right now, you are able to express your thoughts on a suggestive, evocative, poetic, or surrealistic tone
which is well received by the members of your entourage. Whereas this transit cannot support your
efforts aiming at improving your material situation, it can facilitate the exchange of affective messages
and help your friends and relatives understand what you wish and what you plan to do. Moreover,
instead of a detailed demonstration or a contrite justification, it can offer ideas on how to win the
assistance of the members of your entourage, find wise advice, and sometimes even financial aid.
You make friends with people who do not belong to your usual circles, which will enrich the way you
look at your fellow creatures. Your tolerance is strengthened by your interactions and by the captivating
and moving testimonies provided by your new acquaintances.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Clarity and persuasiveness
Conjunction

Mercury

Pluto (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Sunday 30 October till Tuesday 1 November included (particularly active on Monday 31 October, with
an orb of 0°12')

In your chart, Pluto receives one or many major challenging aspects. Therefore, this conjunction is
mixed and its effects may be two-edged, sometimes positive but sometimes ambiguous.
The period is auspicious for studies, for in-depth researches, and for all investigations aiming at
clarifying a confused, mysterious, or problematic situation. You are difficult to fool, and you may be
tempted to make false statements in order to discover the truth. You may also consider keeping various
pieces of information to yourself because you deem that your friends and relatives are too clumsy to
exploit them properly.
Your comments are imbued with passion, and if you need to stand up for your cause of to undertake a
procedure, your persuasiveness will prove tremendously helpful.
The natal planet receiving the transit is in the 11th House. It means that relationships with your friends,
as well as supports granted to you or people protecting you, may be affected and modified during this
period.
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Warmth and generosity
Sextile

Venus

Venus

Valid from Sunday 30 October till Tuesday 1 November included (particularly active on Monday 31 October, with
an orb of 0°07')

Your feelings are so intense that you need to share them with other people. Your generous impulses,
your warmth, and your sweetness can help your friends and relatives keep their spirits up. Do not spare
your efforts in this regard, for the harmony you will bring about will be your best reward.
The period is also good for artistic expression. Meetings and outings provide thrills that you can
transcend through painting, music, dance, or singing.
You get closer to nice, cheerful, and radiant persons whose company you enjoy heartedly. Along the
same lines, friendly and romantic relations are imbued with insouciance, tenderness, and sensuality.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Minor financial satisfaction
Moon in House II
Valid from Sunday 30 October till Monday 31 October included

Matters connected with possessions and finances are on the agenda. You need to check your accounts,
to pay your debts and to reconsider your budget in order not to overspend. You may also make an
appointment with your banker in order to optimize your investments. In any case, you seek safety in this
area and you are provident for the future. Even when you must make a purchase, your choices are wise
and you manage your patrimony as best you can. You select valuable artefacts or pieces of furniture for
your home decoration with the will to invest and preserve your capital. In short, you definitely are an
"ant"...

Contentment and serenity
Sextile

Moon

Sun

Valid on Monday 31 October, with an orb of 1°22'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
This is an excellent day to make a pause and enjoy your recovered serenity. It is the right time for you to
be forgiven for your fits of bad temper and to regain the sympathy that your aloof attitude may have
lessened. Above all, it is the right time for innovative projects that radically change life! Things unfold
smoothly... On the social and professional planes, everything seems to develop very naturally: you let
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yourself be carried away by the stream and you carefully avoid all forms of tension or aggressiveness.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Easy pleasures and diplomacy
Sextile

Sun

Venus

Valid from Monday 31 October till Friday 4 November included (particularly active on Wednesday 2 November,
with an orb of 0°05')

Right now, the spotlights are on you. You are beaming with charm and diplomacy in order to live up to
your public image. You are warm and prepared for all types of pleasures. You assert yourself by
anticipating the desires of your entourage, by offering gifts, and by organising invitations and outings.
Relationships with your romantic partner and with men in general are smooth and imbued with
generosity as well as with tenderness.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Inopportune impulsiveness
Square

Mercury

Mars

Valid from Monday 31 October till Wednesday 2 November included (particularly active on Tuesday 1
November, with an orb of 0°26')

During several days, your gesticulations are very unlikely to yield satisfactory results. Do not listen to
your impulses, for they are too contradictory and cannot show you which path you should follow.
Likewise, avoid getting overly enthusiastic in the course of your private discussions. Indeed, you lack
subtlety, and you tend to blow out proportion of the slightest remark aimed at you. Your nervousness
may play tricks on you, and your clumsiness may be the cause of falls or of unintentional breakages.
Learn to relax and to wait until certain situations become fully ripe before you intervene.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Your November Forecast
Optimism and affective impulse
Sextile

Venus

Jupiter

Valid from Tuesday 1 November till Thursday 3 November included (particularly active on Wednesday 2
November, with an orb of 0°03')

In your natal chart, Jupiter is the ruler of your Ascendant. This is the reason why the transit received
must be analysed with special care, because its influence may be stronger than in the case of another
planet, assuming that the configuration is identical. Besides, these planets are linked by a conjunction in
your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may be increased.
You feel good about yourself. Moreover, you are cheerful, and optimistic. You rein in the affective
impulses which may be harmful, and you manage control yourself while remaining open and warm.
You are very much sought after, and your friends and relatives give you comforting tokens of affection.
Outings and leisure trips offer the opportunity to deeply appreciate the beauties which strike a chord in
you and stimulate your vitality as well as your confidence in life.
The protection and the support you are granted can contribute to improve your professional status. The
purchases that you are planning are wise and will turn out to be excellent investments.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Contacts and pleasant short trips
Moon in House III
Valid from Tuesday 1 November till Thursday 3 November included

During this period, you feel like moving around, discovering and learning. Although you probably dream
of faraway horizons, short trips are enough to make you happy. Go to your lady neighbour's place to
share a nice cup of coffee and reinvent the world while having fun with words! You may also visit a close
friend who will be delighted by your sensitivity, your understanding and the way you look at the world. It
is clear that you need to communicate and, wherever you are, your pleasant conversation and your
negotiating talents are unanimously appreciated. In any case, you can't be stopped just like that ...
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Good mood and romantic harmony
Sextile

Moon

Venus

Valid on Thursday 3 November, with an orb of 0°54'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly lessened.
It all starts with a moment of intimacy, a privileged minute that strongly boost your spirits! All of a
sudden, everything becomes possible. You begin to dream of more poetry and your contagious
tactfulness commands your partner's respect. Let yourself be carried away by the tide since the outcomes
can only be positive... On the romantic plane, this is an ideal day to programme a few hours of escape
and forget yesterday's misunderstandings. Choose a place conducive to a serene tête-à-tête.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Professional or financial satisfaction
Sextile

Sun

Jupiter

Valid from Thursday 3 November till Monday 7 November included (particularly active on Saturday 5
November, with an orb of 0°19')

In your natal chart, Jupiter is the ruler of your Ascendant. This is the reason why the transit received
must be analysed with special care, because its influence may be stronger than in the case of another
planet, assuming that the configuration is identical.
Your bubbling vitality as well as the great ease you show in any setting earn you nice successes and
enable you to have many doors opened for you. You obtain satisfaction, and if you are involved in
litigation your rights will be respected. You are also able, courteously yet firmly, to keep at bay whoever
outshines you.
Your financial initiatives are fruitful, and thanks to your determination, your debtors reimburse the
money they owe you.
This period is good for medical treatments and for starting a traditional therapy.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Diplomacy and affective comfort
Sextile

Mercury

Venus

Valid from Thursday 3 November till Saturday 5 November included (particularly active on Friday 4 November,
with an orb of 0°38')

You are feeling that your freedom of thought and of speech is unbridled. You understand everything, and
you are willing to undertake everything. Even though your daily life prevents you from casting off, you
manage to bring about the oddest encounters and to elicit the most unexpected secrets, thus deepening
your psychological understanding of the members of your entourage.
You derive much pleasure from books, from outings, as well as from conferences, and you are able to
synthesise what you learn.
Snags with your romantic partner are easily sorted out, for you are articulate, and you review the situation
with relevance and diplomacy.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Gentle way of life
Trine

Moon

Moon

Valid on Friday 4 November, with an orb of 0°38'

This is a day of rest, during which you enjoy being in some exotic dream where poetry prevails over
reason... You travel, mentally, at least! The desire to escape is very real and you have difficulties in
running your day-to-day business. As a consequence, a few annoyances may crop up, but that is the least
of your worries... Your concern is to enjoy to the fullest the moment of daydreaming that you badly need.
This is your way of recharging your batteries and recovering your mental strength.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.
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Pleasant break at work and at home
Sextile

Venus

Midheaven

Valid from Friday 4 November till Sunday 6 November included (particularly active on Saturday 5 November,
with an orb of 0°01')

This planet and the MC-IC axis are linked by a trine in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this
transit may be increased.
You are reaping the delicious fruits of your past efforts. What you still have to accomplish now in your
professional life seems easy to you, because you have gained a considerable experience, and you have an
excellent command of your subject.
To make the most of this transit, devote yourself to your family, and invite old friends you lost sight of.
Recalling the past is enjoyable, and you can have a good time in a cosy and quiet atmosphere.
People you have known for a long time send tokens of affection to you, and their words strengthen even
more the bonds existing between you and them.

Minor annoyances at home
Moon in House IV
Valid from Friday 4 November till Saturday 5 November included

You are not willing to receive anybody today and you feel like sticking the notice "Do not disturb" at
your door. You are not in the mood for dialogue and therefore, communication may be difficult, even
with your parents or your children, since the points of dissension deal with the family and daily life
themes. In order to feel in security and regain inner calm and peace of mind, you probably need to
isolate yourself in your corner or to withdraw into yourself until tensions and worries subside and your
good mood is back. Be careful, don't zone out for too long and don't cut yourself off from the world as if
you were a hermit...

Emotions and minor frustrations
Square

Moon

Venus

Valid on Saturday 5 November, with an orb of 1°51'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
slightly increased.
There is a minor frustration amid an affective quite fulfilling atmosphere. Would your partner be in a bad
mood? Or are your expectations out of touch? It may not be the right time. Calm things down because
hastiness can only lead to a foolish mistake. It is better to allow spirits to cool off without influencing
events. An obvious tension is likely to linger and, as a result, blunt explanations and temporary
turbulences may cloud the idyllic atmosphere for a few hours. Let the storm blow over!
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The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Eloquence and promising steps
Sextile

Mercury

Jupiter

Valid from Saturday 5 November till Monday 7 November included (particularly active on Sunday 6 November,
with an orb of 0°02')

In your natal chart, Jupiter is the ruler of your Ascendant. This is the reason why the transit received
must be analysed with special care, because its influence may be stronger than in the case of another
planet, assuming that the configuration is identical.
During several days, your eloquence and your poise in society are particularly strong. It is the right time
to send out your administrative requests, to apply for a loan, or to seek financial support.
You are intellectually efficient. Even though your ideas may lack originality, they are reliable and earn
the trust of your friends and relatives as well as of your higher-ups. If you are taking an exam, Lady Luck
will smile on you, provided you do not put a cat among the pigeons.
You are very likely to experience pleasant encounters which will afterwards give you access to various
groups of friends and thus contribute to widen the scope of your knowledge.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Increased comprehension and sensitivity
Trine

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Sunday 6 November, with an orb of 0°06'

You carry out your investigation relentlessly and you try to understand people's motivations. As you find
some behaviour intriguing, you ask your entourage questions in order to better figure out what is
currently at stake. Is there anything that is hidden from you? It won't take long until you find out.
Thanks to your acute and deep clear-sightedness, you quickly guess what is going on... You won't be
trapped as your sensitivity on the alert endows you with a sixth sense. No matter how complex the
situation may be, you play your game well.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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Wisdom and melancholy
Conjunction

Venus

Saturn (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Sunday 6 November till Thursday 10 November included (particularly active on Tuesday 8 November,
with an orb of 0°01')

You are in a melancholic mood. You focus mainly on what constitutes a source of frustration in your
affective relations. Since you are not in the mood, you have difficulty in bringing drastic changes to the
current situation, and you brood over it.
However, you find comfort in the company of family members and ancient friends. Although the
atmosphere is not too euphoric, your get-togethers provide you with the evidence that these people are
attached to you.
This is a good time for making savings. You may also be offered good deals at a price which can’t be
beaten.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Minor affective disappointments
Moon in House V
Valid from Sunday 6 November till Monday 7 November included

Today, the danger is that you may indulge in wishful thinking. Therefore, if you want to avoid
disappointments, don't get worked up too quickly, especially in the romantic area, and keep your feet on
the ground as firmly as possible because your imagination tends to amplify everything. Conversely, you
may mistake your fears for the reality. Are you afraid to be less loved? Dispel your worries because love
and the simple joys of life remain available, it is just that you have some difficulty in seeing them clearly.
Don't worry so much, tomorrow is another day and all your concerns would have vanished...

Calm down! Tensions are subsiding soon!
Square

Moon

Mars

Valid on Monday 7 November, with an orb of 0°19'

These planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
slightly lessened.
Thrills are on the agenda! Were you seeking intense emotions? There you are. Nevertheless, amid this
idyllic climate, clear-sightedness remains indispensable. A glitch is all it takes to jeopardize your plans, a
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minor incident, the regrettable consequences of which develop as time goes by. Therefore, it is advisable
to anticipate and to avoid traps right from the start. Hold back your impatience because feverishness
may block the energies of the day. More than ever, self-control is indispensable.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Little social and professional help
Sextile

Sun

Midheaven

Valid from Monday 7 November till Thursday 10 November included (particularly active on Tuesday 8
November, with an orb of 0°26')

Although this aspect occurs many times a year, it is far from being insignificant, especially if other
planets are propelling you forward. Indeed, you dress up to the nines, you polish up your words, and you
endeavour to meet influential people. It is certain that you will get the result you are aiming at, but you
will have to keep your promises afterwards.
More generally, you may become a socially outstanding figure. You may also find your dream job or get
a promotion.

Intellectual boldness and efficiency
Sextile

Mercury

Midheaven

Valid from Monday 7 November till Wednesday 9 November included (particularly active on Tuesday 8
November, with an orb of 0°30')

This planet and the MC-IC axis are linked by a square in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this
transit may be lessened.
The good mood prevailing at home gives you wings. With the support, the encouragements, and the
suggestions of your friends and relatives, you are prepared to make daring moves.
Intellectually speaking, your thorough knowledge of the ins and outs of the context or of the issues you
are tackling enables you to catch your adversaries off guard.
Your comments are meaningful, and you smartly use your past experiences to deal with the tasks from
which you expect much social reward, but which you find quite intimidating.
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Good mood and efficiency at work
Moon in House VI
Valid on Tuesday 8 November

Today, you are in good spirits! You recover your energy, your health improves and you are in great form,
fit for work. You do not hesitate to solve minor problems with precision and you attend to your affairs
with pleasure. You are all the more interested that you expend a great deal of imagination at the service
of your work and of people. You are willing to help and be of assistance, and your dedication is almost
boundless. Should you want to make yourself indispensable, you couldn't succeed better! Don't overdo
because your unfailing efficiency may arouse jealousies or envies...

Annoyances and... fits of bad temper
Opposition

Moon

Sun

Valid on Wednesday 9 November, with an orb of 0°10'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
lessened.
It is likely that this day is marked with fits of bad temper. You are concerned about your public image
and therefore, you are more sensitive than you usually are. The slightest detail offends you... So, an
inappropriate word hurts you, a badly formulated concept brings about incomprehension. In such a
context, it is advisable to cool down and wait until the dust settles before you discuss essential matters.
When people get worked up, it may be because you are too pernickety: it is better to slow down.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Gentleness and tenderness
Conjunction

Venus

Moon

Valid from Wednesday 9 November till Sunday 13 November included (particularly active on Friday 11
November, with an orb of 0°03')

In your chart, the Moon and Venus form a semi-square: this conjunction is therefore mixed, and its
effects may be two-edged, sometimes positive but sometimes slightly ambiguous.
Your domestic life and your family are the focus of your attention. You believe that there is nothing too
good for the people who live under your roof, and you dream only of private festivities with the members
of your family.
It is the right time to make purchases meant to embellish your home, but you must be careful not to go
over the limits of your budget for a passing fad.
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You are easily approachable. Your smile, your sweetness, and your leniency are very much sought after.
Because you manage to smooth ruffled feathers, people are grateful to you. Your relations with children
are warm and constitute the source of moments of great joy. Indeed, you need few words to understand
them, and you know how to make them feel comfortable.
When it comes to romance, you show yourself in your best light.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Conviviality and receptivity
Moon in House VII
Valid from Wednesday 9 November till Friday 11 November included

Today, you don't get bored because you feel the need to reach out to others. Your sensitivity is high and
the exchanges with your partner or your entourage arouse various stimulating emotions. You vibrate in
unison and the probability that you get along well in many areas is excellent. Take advantage of this nice
influence to pass messages and to take initiatives because your partner will receive them positively. In
the romantic realm, it is likely that everything is so perfect that words become useless. You may also
want to put your sensitivity at the service of some humanitarian work... A lovely altruistic day in sight!

Concentration and precision
Conjunction

Mercury

Saturn (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Thursday 10 November till Saturday 12 November included (particularly active on Friday 11
November, with an orb of 0°28')

Mercury and Saturn form a semi-sextile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction
are slightly strengthened.
During this period, since you consider that communication is an utterly serious matter, you are tempted
to shut yourself away so as to avoid making meaningless remarks and unnecessary comments. Your
short trips and your mail may suffer some delays.
On the bright side, this transit is auspicious for studies and for the set-up of a management plan or a
programme, because you get to the heart of the matter, and you display extreme precision and rigorous
standards.
If you have to draft a report or a document listing your researches, the time has come to start. You are
able to deliver a work of tremendously high-quality which will be greatly appreciated.
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During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Hindsight and wisdom
Conjunction

Sun

Saturn (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Thursday 10 November till Monday 14 November included (particularly active on Saturday 12
November, with an orb of 0°15')

The Sun and Saturn form a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction
are strengthened.
Your concerns are serious and related to your distant future. Therefore, it is quite certain that the
decisions you take now are viable, concrete, and that they will have long-lasting effects. Take advantage
of this period to put an end to the frustrating and unsatisfying situations in which you are
underestimated. Pay attention to the way you look if you want your merits to be acknowledged by people
who are older than you. Moreover, do not hesitate to make yourself appear older if this serves your
interests.
The relations with your supervisor, your father, or older males in general, are most likely to be
constructive, for you inspire confidence.
However, your relations with your romantic partner may be affected by a relative coldness.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Sensitivity and enthusiasm
Conjunction

Mercury

Moon

Valid from Saturday 12 November till Monday 14 November included (particularly active on Sunday 13
November, with an orb of 0°08')

You are in a cheerful mood. Events and meetings unfold smoothly. You find the right answer
spontaneously, and your responses are shrewd. You are as bubbling as Champagne wine.
Put to good use the perfect harmony reigning between your sensibility and your reactions by expressing
your feelings and by sharing your enthusiasm with your friends and relatives. You devise astute solutions
to your daily duties, and thus, you do not suffer from monotonous constraints any more.
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Discussions with females, i.e. mother, spouse, or colleagues, etc. are enriching. Your lines of
communication are kept open, and as a result, joint projects are most likely to take shape successfully.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Hypersensitivity and intuition
Moon in House VIII
Valid from Saturday 12 November till Monday 14 November included

During this period, your intense emotions and deep feelings endow your inner and psychical life with
extreme strength. You are hypersensitive and you can switch from laughter to tears with no real reason.
Your intuition also is very developed and it gives you some sort of sixth sense that proves very useful for
finding the answers to all your questions, whether they are of a practical or more metaphysical order. You
may also have premonitory dreams... Topics such as finances, sexuality, the unconsciousness and even
the beyond, may catch your attention. Unless, enriched with all these emotions, you just let your
creativity flow freely...

Blunders and overheated mind
Opposition

Mars

Mercury

Valid from Sunday 13 November till Tuesday 29 November included, this transit is repeated: it previously
occurred from 1 October till 16 October (particularly active on Tuesday 22 November, with an orb of 0°03')

Right now, your mind is in an overheated state. You try to understand everything, to rule everything, and
to participate in all conversations, but you cannot follow any more the speedy pace you have set for
yourself. This brings about many incoherent words, blunders, slips of tongue, and brusque moves
causing small accidents.
If you are confronted with a problem that you must solve, give yourself a few days to ponder, because
right now, you are unable to apply your weak reasoning abilities to the crude reality of facts.
You tend to be overly rigid, which harms your adaptation powers. You wish the world functioned
according to your desires, and it is precisely in this biased approach that the main cause of your setbacks
lies.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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Contentment and serenity
Trine

Moon

Sun

Valid on Monday 14 November, with an orb of 0°13'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
This is an excellent day to make a pause and enjoy your recovered serenity. It is the right time for you to
be forgiven for your fits of bad temper and to regain the sympathy that your aloof attitude may have
lessened. Above all, it is the right time for innovative projects that radically change life! Things unfold
smoothly... On the social and professional planes, everything seems to develop very naturally: you let
yourself be carried away by the stream and you carefully avoid all forms of tension or aggressiveness.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Harmony and emotional fulfilment
Conjunction

Sun

Moon

Valid from Monday 14 November till Friday 18 November included (particularly active on Wednesday 16
November, with an orb of 0°00')

The Sun and the Moon form a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction
are strengthened.
You are very honest with yourself, and you analyse your most unconscious desires with a great deal of
lucidity. This helps you gain self-confidence, vim, vitality, and charisma.
You are able to impose your decisions on your family. Your subtle and considerate authority is
undisputed. This is how you manage to persuade your friends and relatives to do what you want them to.
If you are a trader, you will reap the benefits of a good advertising campaign.
Romantic relations, as well as those between parents and children, are protected.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.
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Warmth and sympathy
Conjunction

Venus

Sun

Valid from Monday 14 November till Friday 18 November included (particularly active on Wednesday 16
November, with an orb of 0°02')

This transit predisposes you to leniency, to kindness, and to diplomacy. You find the right word when
you need to resolve a possible conflict. You are most likely to get many benefits by showing yourself in
the most attractive possible light.
Relationships with a father figure or a supervisor are marked with the seal of cordiality and mutual
esteem. You can also make high quality purchases.
The current circumstances are extremely promising and put you in the limelight in a way that goes far
beyond your expectations.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Seductiveness and well-being
Conjunction

Venus

Ascendant

Valid from Tuesday 15 November till Friday 18 November included (particularly active on Thursday 17
November, with an orb of 0°31')

During several days, owing to the joie de vivre you radiate, as well as to your seductiveness and your
self-confidence, you become capable of overcoming all resistance. People listen to you carefully and take
your proposals into consideration. All this increases your warmth, your optimism, your
open-mindedness, and your gratitude.
Negotiations, talks, and interviews carried out during this transit unfold smoothly, for your diplomatic
skills work wonders. You meet with nice persons, you frequent pleasant or entertaining places, and
everywhere you go, you feel in your element.
In the professional area, your efficiency is declining, but you can always make up for this weakness by
turning on your irresistible charm.
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Idealism and need to escape
Moon in House IX
Valid from Tuesday 15 November till Thursday 17 November included

Today, your horizon line is cloudless. You think big and it is with optimism that you consider the outer
world. There are no limits any more and it seems that nothing can hinder the projects you want to
undertake. Your feelings and your opinion are tinted with idealism. You need to isolate yourself for a
short while, so you can think, meditate, and perhaps, find the answers to your philosophical questions.
Do you have a sudden desire for faraway travels? Should the opportunity arise, don't hesitate! Unless you
are contented with long imaginary journeys, the departure of which you constantly postpone... In any
case, you are far from material contingencies... What a great wisdom!

Sensitivity all on edge...
Square

Moon

Moon

Valid on Wednesday 16 November, with an orb of 0°14'

The Moon is playing tricks on you: the weather today is stormy, full of turbulences and excitement. It
will be difficult to stay serene as your habits are upset. In this context, you must remain clear-sighted in
order to thwart traps caused by hasty actions. Turmoil stems from your high sensitivity to danger:
whether you are right or wrong, you don't feel safe, as if some unknown element troubled your peace of
mind.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Shrewdness and eloquence
Conjunction

Mercury

Sun

Valid from Wednesday 16 November till Friday 18 November included (particularly active on Thursday 17
November, with an orb of 0°01')

During several days, you behave with shrewdness when you have to talk about yourself, to show yourself
to advantage, or to present your achievements and your projects in the best possible light.
Your adaptation abilities and your eloquence provide you with nice assets when you discuss with a
supervisor, or when you want to convince an influential figure to trust you and to support you actively.
You are smart, you do not forget your primary goals, and you manage to sell yourself extremely well,
without forsaking your beliefs though.
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This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Pleasant and talkative exchanges
Conjunction

Mercury

Ascendant

Valid from Wednesday 16 November till Saturday 19 November included (particularly active on Friday 18
November, with an orb of 0°46')

During a few days, you tend to be nervous and restless. You are ready for any encounter and exchange of
views, even though you are aware that they are meaningless and superficial. But what matters most to
you is to start warm and short-lived relations with amusing and charming people. You also like to
captivate your friends and relatives by telling stories full of mythomania and exaggeration.
It would be an excellent idea to use this transit to have fun and escape your routine. Do not disclose
secrets involving other people, and do not spread gossips. You feel like making short trips and
improvising outings. You also enjoy leisure of a playful nature. You get a great deal of satisfaction when
you participate in conferences or cultural events and when you meet with your friends.

Sensuality and love initiatives
Sextile

Venus

Mars

Valid from Friday 18 November till Monday 21 November included (particularly active on Sunday 20 November,
with an orb of 0°21')

Life smiles on you, because in all circumstances you are able to combine seductiveness with firmness,
and kindness with authority. In such conditions, how could anyone resist you?
Take advantage of this asset to seek a rapprochement with all the people you are at loggerheads with.
Make the first move. If you need to send a request to persons known for their aggressiveness or their
sternness, go ahead. Your straightforward and warm behaviour will overcome their hostility.
In the romantic area, you can expect great joys. Follow your sensual impulses and your desire for
insouciance.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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A few attacks, nothing serious!
Moon in House X
Valid from Friday 18 November till Sunday 20 November included

Does a colleague make an unpleasant remark? Are you summoned to your director's office? Is there a lot
of idle gossip going around about you? In brief, it seems that your public image is challenged today, and
you dread some sort of unpopularity... Don't ask yourself so many questions and try to understand the
whys and the hows. There are good days and bad days... Obviously, it is not your day! Therefore, why
don't you forget your temporary interpersonal difficulties! Tomorrow is another day... Who's next?

Contentment and serenity
Sextile

Moon

Sun

Valid on Saturday 19 November, with an orb of 1°15'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
This is an excellent day to make a pause and enjoy your recovered serenity. It is the right time for you to
be forgiven for your fits of bad temper and to regain the sympathy that your aloof attitude may have
lessened. Above all, it is the right time for innovative projects that radically change life! Things unfold
smoothly... On the social and professional planes, everything seems to develop very naturally: you let
yourself be carried away by the stream and you carefully avoid all forms of tension or aggressiveness.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Intellectual efficiency
Sextile

Mercury

Mars

Valid from Saturday 19 November till Monday 21 November included (particularly active on Sunday 20
November, with an orb of 0°02')

You display self-confidence when you participate in a discussion or when you carry out an intellectual
work. You mainly concentrate on your projects, you progress in leaps and bounds, and you get rid of
pointless details and frills. This attitude is fruitful. It enables you to do an excellent job within a short
time span. Moreover, it helps you assert yourself during heated conversations.
This is the right time to claim your dues and to take difficult steps. If you work as an intern, you will find
your training very enriching, because you smoothly fit in the team and you are highly competent when
you are in the field.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
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living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Introspection and humanitarian work
Trine

Neptune

Saturn (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Saturday 19 November till Sunday 18 December included (particularly active on Sunday 27 November,
with an orb of 2°14')

You are tempted to distance yourself from external social values and from all forms of conformism. You
shun society life, outings, and celebrations in order to devote yourself to a serious introspective work, or
to an activity in favour or those who are suffering.
You feel the need to turn your ideals into reality and to be honest with yourself. This can encourage you
to express your deep feelings through an artistic practice.
If you gradually get rid of smothering old habits, you will feel greatly relieved.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Enthusiastic revival
Conjunction

Sun

Sun

Valid from Sunday 20 November till Thursday 24 November included (particularly active on Tuesday 22
November, with an orb of 0°07')

It is the moment for you to take stock of the last solar year and to devise new projects for the forthcoming
year. Your clear mind, your willpower, and your vitality are particularly strong, which enables you to find
the necessary support to finalise your works and to have them accepted.
If you are making a few resolutions now, you can rest assured that you will keep them for a long time.
More generally, you understand your desires better, and you are prepared to put in a lot of effort in order
to reach your goals.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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Vitality and sincerity
Conjunction

Sun

Ascendant

Valid from Monday 21 November till Friday 25 November included (particularly active on Wednesday 23
November, with an orb of 0°06')

The Ascendant and the Sun form a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit
are increased.
This is a wonderful period for harmonising your appearance with your true personality, and for taking
action according to your deepest desires. You show yourself as you are, in the naked truth, without trying
to beat about the bush in order to stop people’s badmouthing.
This aspect increases your charm and your charisma. Actually, you are coming to terms with yourself.
Since your vitality is rocketing, you should make the most of it. Restore your health, and regain your
gorgeous looks.

Favoured friendships
Moon in House XI
Valid on Monday 21 November

Today, you prefer to exchange ideas with your close friends rather than to attend to your material and
routine affairs. Make the most of it! Connections are established smoothly, you are on the same
wavelength and communication is favoured by a harmonious atmosphere. You may talk about all and
nothing pleasantly or you may carry out lengthy debates so as to reinvent a world that is up to your
ideals! Besides, you may want to become part of a group or an association that shares your centres of
interest. However, don't forget that your family may feel a bit neglected...

Good mood and romantic harmony
Sextile

Moon

Venus

Valid on Tuesday 22 November, with an orb of 1°47'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly lessened.
It all starts with a moment of intimacy, a privileged minute that strongly boost your spirits! All of a
sudden, everything becomes possible. You begin to dream of more poetry and your contagious
tactfulness commands your partner's respect. Let yourself be carried away by the tide since the outcomes
can only be positive... On the romantic plane, this is an ideal day to programme a few hours of escape
and forget yesterday's misunderstandings. Choose a place conducive to a serene tête-à-tête.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
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living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Fruitful quietness
Moon in House XII
Valid from Tuesday 22 November till Wednesday 23 November included

Even though people have the feeling that you are avoiding them, don't hesitate to zone out if you are so
inclined. It is likely that you need peace and quietness in order to ponder over your problems and to sort
out what is real from what is imaginary. You also need solitude to assess the situation and to find the
right answers to your questions. Silence helps you deepen your thoughts about spirituality and also
encourages your meditation. Take full advantage of this short constructive retreat to recharge your
batteries...

Daydreaming and good mood...
Conjunction

Moon

Moon

Valid on Wednesday 23 November, with an orb of 2°02'

You take advantage of a change in habits or situations and you enhance your daily life... You may pretext
some unexpected obligations in order to get more freedom of action and spend this leisure time doing
what you have not had the time to do. Your creativity occupies the place of honour! You tend to let go
and to let destiny take action: if it is at all possible, allow the tide to carry you away and do not try to
exceedingly control the situation.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Original ideas and innovations
Conjunction

Mercury

Uranus (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Thursday 24 November till Saturday 26 November included (particularly active on Friday 25
November, with an orb of 0°13')

Mercury and Uranus form a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction
are strengthened.
The period is auspicious for communications and for verbal exchanges. Your innovative mind, your
striking ideas, and your militant enthusiasm shine brightly. Your thoughts, as well as the result of your
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studies and of your researches, strike a chord with unusual people belonging to nonconformist circles.
Since they will put you in the limelight during a few days, you should immediately exploit the
opportunities that will crop up.
If you are interested in psychology or in state-of-the-art techniques, your intellectual alertness will grow
stronger in these areas. Moreover, you may achieve exciting discoveries if you let intuition alone guide
you.
Relations with your friends and relatives are full of surprises, sometimes boisterous, but always edifying
and enriching, intellectually speaking.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Unexpected encounters or love at first sight
Conjunction

Venus

Uranus (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Thursday 24 November till Monday 28 November included (particularly active on Saturday 26
November, with an orb of 0°01')

Your affective longings are challenged by outside events. Whereas you seek harmony, setbacks thwart
your desires. You will be surprised by the radical positions taken by the people you love. You try to soften
them, but despite your diplomatic skills, you will have difficulty in persuading them to show more
open-mindedness and tolerance.
Unexpected encounters are a serious possibility. Some of them may lead to love at first sight or to
friendly relationships.
If you practice an artistic activity, you are very likely to experience sudden surges of inspiration, but you
will need to work hard in order to put them to good use.
In general, your sympathies, your antipathies, and your qualms are characterised by instantaneousness
and instability.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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In-depth studies and fruitful contacts
Sextile

Saturn

Mercury

Valid from Thursday 24 November till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Sunday 25
December, with an orb of 0°01')

These planets are linked by a semi-sextile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly increased.
This period is good for students, and more generally, for those who have been concentrating on the same
topic for several months in order to get a good command of it. It will not take long before they get
extremely convincing results.
You communicate with the members of your entourage in a quite precise, moderate, conventional, but
deep style. Make the most of it by dispelling lingering misunderstandings. Your interlocutors will keep
their cool and will demonstrate great intellectual honesty.
This transit is auspicious for short travels as well as for study trips, which will turn out to be fruitful.
Your adaptation abilities are not too great when you are facing disconcerting situations. To compensate
for this weakness, you devise a strategy aiming at leading your friends and relatives into domains you are
thoroughly familiar with.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Gentle way of life and good mood
Moon in House I
Valid from Thursday 24 November till Friday 25 November included

Today, you feel fine, balanced, at peace with yourself and you are willing to show yourself in the most
favourable light. Your feelings, your emotions and your imagination are increased and you perceive the
world around you in a very personal way. Like a radar picking up your close friends' feelings, you need to
be in tune with them, you share their happiness or you find the right word to comfort them. You are
always there when you are needed and you are caring. Nevertheless, be careful not to become
overwhelmed. This lovely day belongs to you, therefore take care of yourself and have fun!
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Enterprising spirit and strong vitality
Sextile

Sun

Mars

Valid from Friday 25 November till Tuesday 29 November included (particularly active on Sunday 27 November,
with an orb of 0°13')

These planets are linked by a sextile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may be
increased.
Your initiatives are most likely to be fruitful. You are brimming with energy, and you are self-assured.
You use convincing arguments in order to lead your entourage where you want. Your approach of the
situation is good and straightforward. Furthermore, you take swift action to settle any conflict breaking
out in your entourage.
Thanks to your increased vitality, you are tireless. You are able to use this energy to easily cope with the
physical chores that you have been postponing so far.
Your relations with your romantic partner and with men in general are frank, sincere, and imbued with
healthy competition.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Emotions and feelings, such pleasant moments...
Conjunction

Moon

Venus

Valid on Saturday 26 November, with an orb of 0°05'

In your chart, Venus and the Moon form a semi-square: this conjunction is therefore mixed, and its
effects may be two-edged, sometimes positive but sometimes slightly ambiguous.
The Moon travels on your natal Venus and your heart is pounding wildly! Everything is conducive to
romanticism and finer feelings. Flights of lyricism are on the agenda, of course, provided that you want
to find the suitable partner who will understand your frame of mind. In any case, there is little room
today for half-hearted and dull loves... You deploy a formidable arsenal of seduction and you play around
with lots of tact. Let yourself be carried away by the tide: charming hours are in store for you
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Clumsiness and possible blunders
Square

Mercury

Midheaven

Valid from Saturday 26 November till Monday 28 November included (particularly active on Sunday 27
November, with an orb of 0°45')

This planet and the MC-IC axis are linked by a square in your natal chart: the negative effects of this
transit may be increased.
During several days, do not make any important decision concerning your professional life. Because you
are clumsy and you tend to talk inconsiderately about subjects you do not master, you may incur the
criticisms of your colleagues and of your higher-ups.
You may also be taken for an opportunist because you expose naively your plans and your projects. Since
your silly mistakes may force you to redo everything from scratch, you ought to be more discreet and to
make fewer blunders.
Lack of communication spoils the climate at home. Be more flexible with the members of your family,
and stop harping on the setbacks you undergo outside.

Minor financial satisfaction
Moon in House II
Valid from Saturday 26 November till Sunday 27 November included

Matters connected with possessions and finances are on the agenda. You need to check your accounts,
to pay your debts and to reconsider your budget in order not to overspend. You may also make an
appointment with your banker in order to optimize your investments. In any case, you seek safety in this
area and you are provident for the future. Even when you must make a purchase, your choices are wise
and you manage your patrimony as best you can. You select valuable artefacts or pieces of furniture for
your home decoration with the will to invest and preserve your capital. In short, you definitely are an
"ant"...

Gentle way of life
Sextile

Moon

Moon

Valid on Sunday 27 November, with an orb of 0°51'

This is a day of rest, during which you enjoy being in some exotic dream where poetry prevails over
reason... You travel, mentally, at least! The desire to escape is very real and you have difficulties in
running your day-to-day business. As a consequence, a few annoyances may crop up, but that is the least
of your worries... Your concern is to enjoy to the fullest the moment of daydreaming that you badly need.
This is your way of recharging your batteries and recovering your mental strength.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
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likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Susceptibility and disenchantment
Square

Venus

Midheaven

Valid from Monday 28 November till Wednesday 30 November included (particularly active on Tuesday 29
November, with an orb of 0°08')

This planet and the MC-IC axis are linked by a trine in your natal chart: the negative effects of this
transit may be lessened.
You are feeling that neither your private nor your professional lives are fully satisfactory. You are mainly
preoccupied by annoyances caused by uncontrolled events, by the injustices you undergo, and by the
comments aimed at you or at those you love.
Fatigue is sweeping over you, and you must make huge efforts in order to fight your disenchantment.
Nevertheless, you must not pay excessive attention to the disagreements which are hurting your
sensitivity, because your imagination tends to exaggerate their actual impact.
During these few days, refrain from making decisions about your family and your social life, for you may
underestimate your possibilities, and you may confine yourself to an enclosed and dull universe.

Contacts and pleasant short trips
Moon in House III
Valid from Monday 28 November till Wednesday 30 November included

During this period, you feel like moving around, discovering and learning. Although you probably dream
of faraway horizons, short trips are enough to make you happy. Go to your lady neighbour's place to
share a nice cup of coffee and reinvent the world while having fun with words! You may also visit a close
friend who will be delighted by your sensitivity, your understanding and the way you look at the world. It
is clear that you need to communicate and, wherever you are, your pleasant conversation and your
negotiating talents are unanimously appreciated. In any case, you can't be stopped just like that ...
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Generosity and kindness
Trine

Jupiter

Ascendant

Valid from Tuesday 29 November till Saturday 31 December included, this transit is repeated: it previously
occurred from 1 October till 18 November (particularly active on Saturday 31 December, with an orb of 0°00')

You are blessed with a big wave of good luck which enables you to highlight your talents and to fit
harmoniously in a social or family structure. Instead of being selfish, you let your friends and relatives
take advantage of the nice opportunities coming your way.
To put this transit to good use, sign contracts which are profitable for both parties, seek the strong
support of a colleague, or identify steadily expanding markets.
If you are engaged in a romance, you get along well with your partner. You shower him with sweet
attentions, and he reciprocates your caring and considerate behaviour.

Increased comprehension and sensitivity
Sextile

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Tuesday 29 November, with an orb of 2°11'

You carry out your investigation relentlessly and you try to understand people's motivations. As you find
some behaviour intriguing, you ask your entourage questions in order to better figure out what is
currently at stake. Is there anything that is hidden from you? It won't take long until you find out.
Thanks to your acute and deep clear-sightedness, you quickly guess what is going on... You won't be
trapped as your sensitivity on the alert endows you with a sixth sense. No matter how complex the
situation may be, you play your game well.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Sensitivity all on edge...
Square

Moon

Moon

Valid on Tuesday 29 November, with an orb of 0°13'

The Moon is playing tricks on you: the weather today is stormy, full of turbulences and excitement. It
will be difficult to stay serene as your habits are upset. In this context, you must remain clear-sighted in
order to thwart traps caused by hasty actions. Turmoil stems from your high sensitivity to danger:
whether you are right or wrong, you don't feel safe, as if some unknown element troubled your peace of
mind.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
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House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Good mood and romantic harmony
Sextile

Moon

Venus

Valid on Wednesday 30 November, with an orb of 2°12'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly lessened.
It all starts with a moment of intimacy, a privileged minute that strongly boost your spirits! All of a
sudden, everything becomes possible. You begin to dream of more poetry and your contagious
tactfulness commands your partner's respect. Let yourself be carried away by the tide since the outcomes
can only be positive... On the romantic plane, this is an ideal day to programme a few hours of escape
and forget yesterday's misunderstandings. Choose a place conducive to a serene tête-à-tête.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Smooth communication
Conjunction

Mercury

Mercury

Valid from Wednesday 30 November till Friday 2 December included (particularly active on Thursday 1
December, with an orb of 0°10')

During a few days, your thoughts and your communication match your natural penchants. Therefore,
you feel comfortable when you carry out your analyses and your surveys. You are eager to express
yourself and to take a stand on topics which are dear to your heart.
Nevertheless, you ought to be aware that the way in which you reason and convey information may have
several flaws. Indeed, all weaknesses will be highlighted; scatterbrains will grow even more
absent-minded, and chatterboxes will become even more talkative…
Do not let the exaggeration of your innate predispositions put a damper on your impetus and your
enthusiasms, because they currently constitute your most valuable assets if you are willing to reach out to
people and foster excellent relations with them.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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Your December Forecast
Gentle way of life
Trine

Moon

Moon

Valid on Thursday 1 December, with an orb of 2°26'

This is a day of rest, during which you enjoy being in some exotic dream where poetry prevails over
reason... You travel, mentally, at least! The desire to escape is very real and you have difficulties in
running your day-to-day business. As a consequence, a few annoyances may crop up, but that is the least
of your worries... Your concern is to enjoy to the fullest the moment of daydreaming that you badly need.
This is your way of recharging your batteries and recovering your mental strength.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Restlessness and nervousness
Square

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Thursday 1 December, with an orb of 0°01'

You put aside your habits, you shelve all kinds of conformism that have started to smother you. Your
entourage is going to be surprised! It is the time to take action according to your aspirations, your whims
and your dreams... You intensely experience a situation in full transformation. Ideas abound in such
great numbers that you find it difficult to make a synthesis of all the pieces of the jigsaw... Because of
your relatively restless mind, you may not be able to keep this highly complex game under control.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Tactlessness and irritability
Square

Mars

Midheaven

Valid from Thursday 1 December till Monday 12 December included (particularly active on Tuesday 6 December,
with an orb of 0°09')

During a short period, you may be caught in crossfire. On the one hand, your professional activity
requires a great deal of availability in order to tackle unexpected problems. On the other hand, owing to
conflicts cropping up at home, the members of your family demand forcibly that you grant them more
attention.
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It is obvious that you are unable to struggle on many fronts at the same time. Instead of getting irritated,
try to explain the situation with calm. Indeed, you get angry quickly, which improves the atmosphere
neither at work, nor at home.
Beware of clumsy words. Do not criticise the people whom you deem incompetent, because you may
lack leniency, and you run the risk of making enemies.

Heart and reason
Conjunction

Venus

Mercury

Valid from Thursday 1 December till Monday 5 December included (particularly active on Saturday 3 December,
with an orb of 0°01')

Your emotions powerfully influence what you say and, depending on the level of your self-control, your
messages go through smoothly, or your discussions and your exchanges of view are inefficient.
In the course of your negotiations, you manage to strike a chord with your interlocutors and to make
them share your enthusiasm. Nevertheless, be careful not to drift into sentimental slush, and do not
overuse naive images, lest you should lose credibility.
Short trips or cultural events may offer the opportunity to make new friends or to start a romance. You
come across as an open-minded and tolerant person ready for all contacts. Owing to your innate
curiosity, you discover that your friends and relatives have secret inclinations or talents which you find
delightful.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Home sweet home!
Moon in House IV
Valid from Thursday 1 December till Friday 2 December included

How great it is to be at home! Today, you want to enjoy the comfort and gentleness of your home where
you feel good and in security. There, you can dream at leisure of the improvements you want to bring to
your cosy little nest for the sake of your family's well being, unless you prefer to dive in the nostalgia of
your souvenirs and your photo albums... If you are in a more active mood, you may want to clean up the
house from floor to ceiling or you may try to implement your lovely arrangement and decoration ideas...
In short, the atmosphere is nice and, if your close friends share your activities, you experience a deep
feeling of inner peace.
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Self-control and good mood
Sextile

Moon

Mars

Valid on Friday 2 December, with an orb of 0°07'

These planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may be
slightly increased.
After a few tensions, timely serenity is back. The news is reassuring and, all of a sudden, the steps you
have to take seem easier and require no exaggerated effort... It is just about time. In spite of demanding
circumstances, you can eventually enjoy some respite and let go. You control your aggressiveness better
and you solve problems, one after the other, without clash. You highly value your small daily victories.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

It is a good period for the expression of your uniqueness. By explaining straightforwardly your w
Conjunction

Sun

Uranus (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Friday 2 December till Wednesday 7 December included (particularly active on Monday 5 December,
with an orb of 0°25')

An encounter with a man may take you out of your usual social circles and may provide numerous
surprises.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Minor affective disappointments
Moon in House V
Valid from Saturday 3 December till Sunday 4 December included

Today, the danger is that you may indulge in wishful thinking. Therefore, if you want to avoid
disappointments, don't get worked up too quickly, especially in the romantic area, and keep your feet on
the ground as firmly as possible because your imagination tends to amplify everything. Conversely, you
may mistake your fears for the reality. Are you afraid to be less loved? Dispel your worries because love
and the simple joys of life remain available, it is just that you have some difficulty in seeing them clearly.
Don't worry so much, tomorrow is another day and all your concerns would have vanished...
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Imagination at work
Conjunction

Mercury

Neptune (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Monday 5 December till Thursday 8 December included (particularly active on Tuesday 6 December,
with an orb of 0°32')

Mercury and Neptune form a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction
are strengthened.
Right now, your receptive mind is very suggestible. Depending on how you control and handle this
temperament, you may experience nice bouts of inspiration or bitter disappointments related more
particularly to practical matters.
You are ready for any enchantment. You manage to converse with very different persons, and you
encourage understanding as well as leniency among the members of your entourage. Your encounters
stimulate your imagination and may result in rich and striking creations if you are engaged in an artistic
activity or hobby.
However, you must not completely lose touch with reality. Watch your expenses, do not neglect logistical
details, and do not sink into a state of bewilderment.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Minor tension among colleagues
Moon in House VI
Valid from Monday 5 December till Tuesday 6 December included

Today, you find it difficult to work because you are irritated by constraints, distressed by the heavy
atmosphere and you feel disheartened. In short, you are stressed and it affects your physical condition.
You are not going to come over faint, are you? Take a break to catch your breath! Haven't you set your
standards too high? Is your perfectionism your executioner? You have your limitations too and you have
the right to be tired. Don't always strive to do more, quickly give up your inferiority complex because
everybody fully appreciates you. Therefore, wait until you recover your energy and in the meantime,
don't forget... Let go!
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Sensitivity all on edge...
Opposition

Moon

Moon

Valid on Tuesday 6 December, with an orb of 2°17'

The Moon is playing tricks on you: the weather today is stormy, full of turbulences and excitement. It
will be difficult to stay serene as your habits are upset. In this context, you must remain clear-sighted in
order to thwart traps caused by hasty actions. Turmoil stems from your high sensitivity to danger:
whether you are right or wrong, you don't feel safe, as if some unknown element troubled your peace of
mind.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Professional tensions or annoyances
Square

Sun

Midheaven

Valid from Tuesday 6 December till Saturday 10 December included (particularly active on Thursday 8
December, with an orb of 0°08')

This aspect, which occurs twice a year, may indicate professional tensions, especially if other aspects
concur. Your willpower, your ideas, your need for self-assertion, or the way you bring yourself to the fore,
are not always appreciated.
At work, it is certainly the moment to back off and to highlight your complementarities rather than your
differences.

Efficiency and discernment
Sextile

Mercury

Pluto (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Wednesday 7 December till Saturday 10 December included (particularly active on Thursday 8
December, with an orb of 0°42')

You get a clear grasp of the most confusing problems, and you take advantage of the fact that you are
ahead of your friends and relatives to take control of the situation.
Your peremptory, definite, and passionate comments speak in your favour. Many people believe that
your words are the token of your inner strength and of an integrity which commands respect. Therefore,
if you consider taking any particular steps, or if you plan to put forward a request, let your heart express
itself, because a sincere behaviour will prove successful.
To make the most of this transit, you must get your ducks in a row. You could also deeply reform your
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working habits or your daily organisation by getting rid of unessential tasks. This is how you can regain
your efficiency.
The natal planet receiving the transit is in the 11th House. It means that relationships with your friends,
as well as supports granted to you or people protecting you, may be affected and modified during this
period.

Minor annoyance with your contacts
Moon in House VII
Valid from Wednesday 7 December till Thursday 8 December included

In the communication area, the day is not really impressive. Whether at work or at home, you have the
feeling that everyone has become deaf. No one hears you and what you say receives no echo. Instead of
complaining about an unwillingness to understand and taking the risk to create misunderstandings and
conflicts, try to write down everything... And since you feel that you are cut off from the world, stay in
your own! It is better than to follow the crowd at any cost and be influenced by people. Indeed, you may
not forgive them, later on. Quietly wait until they get out of their personal bubble!

Restlessness and nervousness
Opposition

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Thursday 8 December, with an orb of 0°44'

You put aside your habits, you shelve all kinds of conformism that have started to smother you. Your
entourage is going to be surprised! It is the time to take action according to your aspirations, your whims
and your dreams... You intensely experience a situation in full transformation. Ideas abound in such
great numbers that you find it difficult to make a synthesis of all the pieces of the jigsaw... Because of
your relatively restless mind, you may not be able to keep this highly complex game under control.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Hypersensitivity
Conjunction

Venus

Neptune (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Thursday 8 December till Sunday 11 December included (particularly active on Saturday 10
December, with an orb of 0°29')

Venus and Neptune form a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction
are strengthened.
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You are a bundle of nerves right now, and it does not take much to throw you into the whole gamut of
the most various emotions. You are unable to rationalise your feelings, and you may get lost in the
labyrinth of your heart.
Beware of illusions, and do not try to please everybody. Your friends and relatives may blame you for
neglecting them in favour of strangers who managed to strike the right chord. Take these
recommendations into account, because you cannot distinguish between those who mean well and those
who intend to exploit you.
If you practice an artistic activity, you manage to turn it into an outlet for the mosaic of your sensations,
your fears, and your aspirations.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Hypersensitivity and intuition
Moon in House VIII
Valid from Friday 9 December till Monday 12 December included

During this period, your intense emotions and deep feelings endow your inner and psychical life with
extreme strength. You are hypersensitive and you can switch from laughter to tears with no real reason.
Your intuition also is very developed and it gives you some sort of sixth sense that proves very useful for
finding the answers to all your questions, whether they are of a practical or more metaphysical order. You
may also have premonitory dreams... Topics such as finances, sexuality, the unconsciousness and even
the beyond, may catch your attention. Unless, enriched with all these emotions, you just let your
creativity flow freely...

Danger of impatience and authoritarianism
Opposition

Mars

Uranus (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Saturday 10 December till Saturday 24 December included (particularly active on Friday 16 December,
with an orb of 0°02')

You are suffering from a discrepancy between your pressing need to leap into action and to assert
yourself clearly, on the one hand, and your will to achieve mastery and to become an expert, which
requires more patience and efforts, on the other hand.
Be wary of your spontaneity, as it may lead you to make premature decisions and to remain stuck in a
deadlock, just because you are afraid of being misjudged.
Avoid clear-cut stances as well as sectarian or peremptory remarks. Try to listen more attentively to the
members of your entourage. You must also endeavour to figure out which way the wind blows.
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In all areas, think twice before provoking a sudden split, because you will refuse to reconsider your
decision, which will be harmful.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Charm and magnetism
Sextile

Venus

Pluto (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Sunday 11 December till Tuesday 13 December included (particularly active on Monday 12 December,
with an orb of 0°08')

You are blessed with extra vitality and optimism. This stems from the fact that your affective behaviour
and your relations with the outside world are in perfect harmony with your deepest aspirations.
You express yourself on a level tone, and you can put this period to good use to dispel your tensions,
your doubts and your misunderstandings, as well as those of the members of your entourage.
The undeniable magnetism you exude gives you a peculiar and fascinating charm which enables you to
obtain anything you fancy.
The members of your entourage accept quite well the changes you have undertaken, and no matter how
bitter the pill to swallow is, you manage to present it in the most attractive manner.
The natal planet receiving the transit is in the 11th House. It means that relationships with your friends,
as well as supports granted to you or people protecting you, may be affected and modified during this
period.

Relevant and shrewd communication
Conjunction

Sun

Mercury

Valid from Sunday 11 December till Thursday 15 December included (particularly active on Tuesday 13
December, with an orb of 0°14')

You are able to impose yourself by taking strong and well-defined stances. A set of circumstances
enables you demonstrate the worth of your experiences and of your intellectual knowledge. If you are
smart, you can draw on you the attention of your superiors, who may later entrust you with sensitive
missions matching your skills.
This is a good period for drafting important mails, because everything you write now bears the stamp of
authority.
Your exchanges with your romantic partner are good, and his astute suggestions can help you get your
projects moving.
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This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Warmth and easy contacts
Conjunction

Mercury

Venus

Valid from Monday 12 December till Thursday 15 December included (particularly active on Tuesday 13
December, with an orb of 0°30')

Right now, you are driven by the desire to communicate. Your behaviour is warm, welcoming, and
tactful. You disclose your wishes in a level tone, and you persuade your friends and relatives to share
your leisure and your distractions.
The barometer points to cheerfulness, insouciance, and understanding. You analyse clear-sightedly your
feelings and, although you do not repress them, you manage to control them so that they do not
overwhelm your thoughts and upset the straightforward and cordial communication you want to
establish around you.
The period is auspicious for cultural and artistic outings, for drafting sensitive mails, as well as for
starting attempts to conciliate, or reconcile with, people who are usually difficult to deal with.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Increased comprehension and sensitivity
Trine

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Tuesday 13 December, with an orb of 1°05'

You carry out your investigation relentlessly and you try to understand people's motivations. As you find
some behaviour intriguing, you ask your entourage questions in order to better figure out what is
currently at stake. Is there anything that is hidden from you? It won't take long until you find out.
Thanks to your acute and deep clear-sightedness, you quickly guess what is going on... You won't be
trapped as your sensitivity on the alert endows you with a sixth sense. No matter how complex the
situation may be, you play your game well.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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Possible delusion...
Moon in House IX
Valid from Tuesday 13 December till Wednesday 14 December included

Your imagination tends to flare up quite easily and may hamper your aspirations because you are lacking
concentration. You prefer to rise towards higher spheres and play with abstractions and illusions rather
than to be confronted with people whom you find too Cartesian and devoid of sensitivity. In any case,
today, you are far too emotional to seek the absolute and the truth. You would probably be deluded by
the answers you might find. It is better to remain realistic... The journey is over... Come down to earth!

Annoyances and... fits of bad temper
Square

Moon

Sun

Valid on Wednesday 14 December, with an orb of 2°14'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
lessened.
It is likely that this day is marked with fits of bad temper. You are concerned about your public image
and therefore, you are more sensitive than you usually are. The slightest detail offends you... So, an
inappropriate word hurts you, a badly formulated concept brings about incomprehension. In such a
context, it is advisable to cool down and wait until the dust settles before you discuss essential matters.
When people get worked up, it may be because you are too pernickety: it is better to slow down.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Esteem and persuasiveness
Conjunction

Mercury

Jupiter

Valid from Wednesday 14 December till Saturday 17 December included (particularly active on Thursday 15
December, with an orb of 0°20')

In your natal chart, Jupiter is the ruler of your Ascendant. This is the reason why the transit received
must be analysed with special care, because its influence may be stronger than in the case of another
planet, assuming that the configuration is identical.
You demonstrate a great deal of acumen. You choose the right speech in order to earn people’s esteem
and consideration and to get material benefits from them. Since you are quite persuasive, you are able to
win the favours persons who may grant you their protection and their support.
If you must draft a report or a mail, go ahead, because your respect for conventions will help you obtain
what you are eager for. The period is also auspicious for studies and researches on law matters, history,
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social and economic life, as well as for all religious, philosophical or political stances.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

A few attacks, nothing serious!
Moon in House X
Valid from Thursday 15 December till Saturday 17 December included

Does a colleague make an unpleasant remark? Are you summoned to your director's office? Is there a lot
of idle gossip going around about you? In brief, it seems that your public image is challenged today, and
you dread some sort of unpopularity... Don't ask yourself so many questions and try to understand the
whys and the hows. There are good days and bad days... Obviously, it is not your day! Therefore, why
don't you forget your temporary interpersonal difficulties! Tomorrow is another day... Who's next?

Harmony and pleasures
Conjunction

Venus

Venus

Valid from Friday 16 December till Monday 19 December included (particularly active on Sunday 18 December,
with an orb of 0°20')

Your feelings are very intense. You quiver with emotion in unison with your loved ones. You are prepared
for all encounters, and you are available for all kinds of pleasure.
Your power of seduction is great, and you can use it to solve problems which are left pending. You can
also establish or restore harmony around you.
The period is good for buying fine clothes or luxury goods. You are invited to participate in outings, in
friendly celebrations, and in fashionable gatherings. The choice is yours.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Emotions and minor frustrations
Square

Moon

Venus

Valid on Saturday 17 December, with an orb of 0°39'

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
slightly increased.
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There is a minor frustration amid an affective quite fulfilling atmosphere. Would your partner be in a bad
mood? Or are your expectations out of touch? It may not be the right time. Calm things down because
hastiness can only lead to a foolish mistake. It is better to allow spirits to cool off without influencing
events. An obvious tension is likely to linger and, as a result, blunt explanations and temporary
turbulences may cloud the idyllic atmosphere for a few hours. Let the storm blow over!
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Fruitful negotiations and debates
Trine

Mercury

Midheaven

Valid from Saturday 17 December till Tuesday 20 December included (particularly active on Sunday 18
December, with an orb of 0°15')

This planet and the MC-IC axis are linked by a square in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this
transit may be lessened.
In your professional life, exchanges, discussions, and short trips are numerous and fruitful. You are
resolutely future-oriented, and you are willing to try out new strategies. You get accustomed with
optimism and enthusiasm to new working methods.
It is very likely that your ambitions more or less impinge on your private life, and that fine-tuning your
work takes up the time you usually devote to your family. However, thanks to your dedicated assistants,
you are able to maintain a good balance.

Increased comprehension and sensitivity
Sextile

Moon

Mercury

Valid on Sunday 18 December, with an orb of 0°44'

You carry out your investigation relentlessly and you try to understand people's motivations. As you find
some behaviour intriguing, you ask your entourage questions in order to better figure out what is
currently at stake. Is there anything that is hidden from you? It won't take long until you find out.
Thanks to your acute and deep clear-sightedness, you quickly guess what is going on... You won't be
trapped as your sensitivity on the alert endows you with a sixth sense. No matter how complex the
situation may be, you play your game well.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.
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Exacerbated feelings
Conjunction

Venus

Jupiter

Valid from Sunday 18 December till Wednesday 21 December included (particularly active on Tuesday 20
December, with an orb of 0°16')

In your natal chart, Jupiter is the ruler of your Ascendant. This is the reason why the transit received
must be analysed with special care, because its influence may be stronger than in the case of another
planet, assuming that the configuration is identical. Besides, venus and Jupiter form a conjunction in
your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction are strengthened.
The expanding flow of your emotions is reaching its highest magnitude and intensity. Everything is an
opportunity to open your heart. You are unable to hold back and to conceal what you feel, and you
readily share your sensations with your friends and relatives.
This transit facilitates all encounters. Under its influence, you are brilliant, courteous, and sociable, but
you may also lie and make promises that you do not intend to keep. Therefore, stop your self-indulgence
if you do not want to be caught in your own trap.
In the financial area, you can expect significant profits, but you must refrain from overspending.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Minor tensions with your close friends
Moon in House XI
Valid from Sunday 18 December till Monday 19 December included

During this period, your need for communication may be repressed. Exchanges are not very easy and
your sensitivity is a bit shaken up, especially with your friends! Tomorrow is another day... Ask yourself if
you don't attach too much importance to the group... And keep in mind that you are definitely able to
find solutions to your problems, all by yourself. You can also implement your projects on your own or
give them a new orientation, should they stagnate for the time being. You will see, you will gain so much
autonomy!

Calm down! Tensions are subsiding soon!
Square

Moon

Mars

Valid on Monday 19 December, with an orb of 0°50'

These planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
slightly lessened.
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Thrills are on the agenda! Were you seeking intense emotions? There you are. Nevertheless, amid this
idyllic climate, clear-sightedness remains indispensable. A glitch is all it takes to jeopardize your plans, a
minor incident, the regrettable consequences of which develop as time goes by. Therefore, it is advisable
to anticipate and to avoid traps right from the start. Hold back your impatience because feverishness
may block the energies of the day. More than ever, self-control is indispensable.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Inspiration and enjoyable vagueness
Conjunction

Sun

Neptune (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Monday 19 December till Saturday 24 December included (particularly active on Wednesday 21
December, with an orb of 0°21')

The Sun and Neptune form a semi-sextile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this conjunction
are slightly strengthened.
The level of your self-confidence enables you to speak on behalf of your loved ones, of your family, of
your working group. More generally, you are willing to stand up for a collective ideal. You are very
inspired, and your statements are impressive.
Nevertheless, you must avoid the traps some people may set. Be careful not to act against your interests,
and beware of the shams which, right now, are particularly dazzling.
You may experience a romantic encounter with an elusive man. The other alternative is that your current
partner seems quite impenetrable to you.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Seriousness and intellectual fertility
Sextile

Mercury

Saturn (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Tuesday 20 December till Saturday 24 December included (particularly active on Thursday 22
December, with an orb of 0°19')

These planets are linked by a semi-sextile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly increased.
The period is auspicious for presenting in the most rigorous manner the results of your studies, of your
researches, or of the steps previously undertaken. You may unearth from your drawers a document or a
text that you drafted a long time ago and that you can use again in order to back up your current stance.
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You organise your daily life with method, which enables you to solve material issues which so far slowed
down the pace of your work and impeded your intellectual efficiency.
You are also able to hold serious discussions with the friends and relatives who share your interests. You
are most likely to learn a great deal from them, which will help you deepen your knowledge.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Fruitful quietness
Moon in House XII
Valid on Tuesday 20 December

Even though people have the feeling that you are avoiding them, don't hesitate to zone out if you are so
inclined. It is likely that you need peace and quietness in order to ponder over your problems and to sort
out what is real from what is imaginary. You also need solitude to assess the situation and to find the
right answers to your questions. Silence helps you deepen your thoughts about spirituality and also
encourages your meditation. Take full advantage of this short constructive retreat to recharge your
batteries...

Self-control and good mood
Sextile

Moon

Mars

Valid on Wednesday 21 December, with an orb of 0°57'

These planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may be
slightly increased.
After a few tensions, timely serenity is back. The news is reassuring and, all of a sudden, the steps you
have to take seem easier and require no exaggerated effort... It is just about time. In spite of demanding
circumstances, you can eventually enjoy some respite and let go. You control your aggressiveness better
and you solve problems, one after the other, without clash. You highly value your small daily victories.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.
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Cheerful and enjoyable contacts
Trine

Venus

Midheaven

Valid from Wednesday 21 December till Saturday 24 December included (particularly active on Friday 23
December, with an orb of 0°15')

This planet and the MC-IC axis are linked by a trine in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this
transit may be increased.
You are focusing on your social life, and you are eager to improve your relations with your collaborators
and your colleagues. You are enterprising and relaxed. Moreover, you approach with equal warmth
people from all walks of life.
Because you win the trust of everyone, you are able to organise collective leisure activities and parties, or
to send out invitations. Your family follows you, and the atmosphere of cheerfulness prevailing among
your friends and relatives is catching.
In addition, the purchases you make during this period are good and contribute to enhance your public
image.

Gentle way of life and good mood
Moon in House I
Valid from Wednesday 21 December till Thursday 22 December included

Today, you feel fine, balanced, at peace with yourself and you are willing to show yourself in the most
favourable light. Your feelings, your emotions and your imagination are increased and you perceive the
world around you in a very personal way. Like a radar picking up your close friends' feelings, you need to
be in tune with them, you share their happiness or you find the right word to comfort them. You are
always there when you are needed and you are caring. Nevertheless, be careful not to become
overwhelmed. This lovely day belongs to you, therefore take care of yourself and have fun!

Strength and clarity
Sextile

Sun

Pluto (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Friday 23 December till Monday 26 December included (particularly active on Saturday 24 December,
with an orb of 0°27')

This aspect, which occurs twice a year, is significant if it happens during a period of turbulence. It helps
you discover unsuspected vital resources and, mocking the proprieties, to plough your furrow according
to your wishes and your personal ethics.
You may even be able to discern your shadow zones (who doesn’t have any!) and to turn your
weaknesses into strengths. Although it is possible that you shine in a quite small coterie, your prestige
will glitter more dazzlingly.
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The natal planet receiving the transit is in the 11th House. It means that relationships with your friends,
as well as supports granted to you or people protecting you, may be affected and modified during this
period.

Minor financial satisfaction
Moon in House II
Valid from Friday 23 December till Sunday 25 December included

Matters connected with possessions and finances are on the agenda. You need to check your accounts,
to pay your debts and to reconsider your budget in order not to overspend. You may also make an
appointment with your banker in order to optimize your investments. In any case, you seek safety in this
area and you are provident for the future. Even when you must make a purchase, your choices are wise
and you manage your patrimony as best you can. You select valuable artefacts or pieces of furniture for
your home decoration with the will to invest and preserve your capital. In short, you definitely are an
"ant"...

Casualness and easy contacts
Sextile

Mercury

Moon

Valid from Saturday 24 December till Saturday 31 December included, this transit is repeated: it previously
occurred from 1 October till 7 October (particularly active on Friday 30 December, with an orb of 0°01')

You are feeling cool, curious to discover every novelty, and willing to let a stream of fresh air blow
through your daily life. Your open-mindedness enables you to gather valuable pieces of information and
to rake in advice and testimonies offered by people from all walks of life.
Selflessness and lack of prejudice make you a highly attractive person. You are very much sought after,
and your relations with children and adolescents become particularly easy and nice.
During this period, if you must express yourself verbally or in writing, you will by instinct use simple,
clear, and persuasive words. Therefore, you will be able to enlarge the scope of your audience and
convince them to adopt your ideas.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.
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Exacerbated sensitivity
Conjunction

Moon

Mars

Valid on Sunday 25 December, with an orb of 0°47'

In your chart, Mars receives one or many major challenging aspects. Therefore, this conjunction is
mixed and its effects may be two-edged, sometimes positive but sometimes ambiguous. However, these
planets are linked by a quintile in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be slightly
lessened.
Your fighting spirit overcomes adversity. You win a battle through sheer energy. It has absolutely
nothing to do with triumphing diplomacy, far from that! It is about the victory of determination and
persistence. You did not give in, you did not weaken and events prove you right. Now, you can confess
that you were not far from the point of no-return... The positive outcome: the impetus is restarted and
hurdles are removed. Your fighting spirit seems to be the source of a significant evolution.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Constructive and responsible feelings
Sextile

Venus

Saturn (transit to a slow-moving planet)

Valid from Sunday 25 December till Tuesday 27 December included (particularly active on Monday 26
December, with an orb of 0°11')

Even though you are not in an effusive mood, during a couple of days you are most likely to experience
happy emotions worth their weight in gold. Your long-standing affections and friendships grow even
deeper. You give wise pieces of advice to those you love, and you are prepared to support them and to
help them.
Your communication flows smoothly with the elderly as well as with people who are withdrawn and
whom you cannot always reach out to.
You are aware of your subjectivity, and if you put your romantic needs in perspective, you will
understand yourself more clearly.
This is a good time to undertake meticulous decoration or repair works.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.
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Pathological sensitivity and depression
Square

Saturn

Moon

Valid from Sunday 25 December till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Saturday 31
December, with an orb of 1°49')

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the negative effects of this transit may be
lessened.
Your sensitivity is severely tested. Indeed, it seems that you are concerned about and moved by
unpleasant events only. Furthermore, you are overly sensitive to anything which might disrupt your
private world. You retreat into your shell and, relishing in nostalgia, you are tempted to regress, to
question your past glories, and to return to snuggle in the cosy cocoon of your childhood.
Laziness is besetting you. Actually, you make huge efforts to solve minor daily problems, but on the
other hand, you feel helpless when your task implies that you confront the outside world.
You may experience a period during which you give up life’s pleasures. You may also become anorexic,
sad, and even depressed.
You doubt your capacities to be a good wife or a good mother, and you feel guilty because you do not
give enough joy to your kindred.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Contacts and pleasant short trips
Moon in House III
Valid from Monday 26 December till Tuesday 27 December included

During this period, you feel like moving around, discovering and learning. Although you probably dream
of faraway horizons, short trips are enough to make you happy. Go to your lady neighbour's place to
share a nice cup of coffee and reinvent the world while having fun with words! You may also visit a close
friend who will be delighted by your sensitivity, your understanding and the way you look at the world. It
is clear that you need to communicate and, wherever you are, your pleasant conversation and your
negotiating talents are unanimously appreciated. In any case, you can't be stopped just like that ...
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Seductiveness and joie de vivre
Sextile

Venus

Moon

Valid from Tuesday 27 December till Friday 30 December included (particularly active on Thursday 29
December, with an orb of 0°09')

These planets are linked by a semi-square in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be slightly lessened.
You pour out your emotions, enriched with a host of sensations, to all the people you approach. You are
easily moved, amazed, and touched. You feel the need to bring peace and harmony to those who strike a
sensitive chord with you.
Family relations are set fair. In a word, you know how to lighten the atmosphere, and you are willing to
oblige your friends and relatives by lavishing attention and little gifts on them.
Your joie de vivre is shining, and your gentleness spurs people to confide in you. If you are engaged in
an artistic activity, visiting picturesque settings, or going out with attractive persons stimulates your
inspiration.
You feel good about yourself, and you combine very well your professional life with your private life.
During this period, owing to the fact that the natal planet receiving this transit is in your 12th House, it is
likely that, beyond or, in addition to the effects described above, you feel that the areas indicated by this
House are affected: your inner self, ordeals, hidden enemies, sickness sometimes, but always with a
prospect of evolution, solitude, some degree of isolation, whether it is chosen or imposed by the
situation.

Home sweet home!
Moon in House IV
Valid from Wednesday 28 December till Friday 30 December included

How great it is to be at home! Today, you want to enjoy the comfort and gentleness of your home where
you feel good and in security. There, you can dream at leisure of the improvements you want to bring to
your cosy little nest for the sake of your family's well being, unless you prefer to dive in the nostalgia of
your souvenirs and your photo albums... If you are in a more active mood, you may want to clean up the
house from floor to ceiling or you may try to implement your lovely arrangement and decoration ideas...
In short, the atmosphere is nice and, if your close friends share your activities, you experience a deep
feeling of inner peace.
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Contentment and serenity
Trine

Moon

Sun

Valid on Thursday 29 December, with an orb of 1°33'

These planets are linked by a conjunction in your natal chart: the harmonious effects of this transit may
be increased.
This is an excellent day to make a pause and enjoy your recovered serenity. It is the right time for you to
be forgiven for your fits of bad temper and to regain the sympathy that your aloof attitude may have
lessened. Above all, it is the right time for innovative projects that radically change life! Things unfold
smoothly... On the social and professional planes, everything seems to develop very naturally: you let
yourself be carried away by the stream and you carefully avoid all forms of tension or aggressiveness.
This period highlights your vitality, your personality, your will to assert yourself, your behaviour or the
way you look. Therefore, it may have an influence on your personal growth, since the natal planet
involved in the transit is in the 1st House of your chart.

Charm and seductiveness
Conjunction

Sun

Venus

Valid from Thursday 29 December till Saturday 31 December included (particularly active on Saturday 31
December, with an orb of 0°21')

During several days, you will be brimming with charm. People will talk about you, will pamper you, and
will praise you. However, be wary of fawners, and do not make promises you cannot fulfil.
To reach your primary aims, if you show diplomacy and subtlety, you will gain the support of an
influential person. If you practice an artistic activity, your works will be well received.
Your relations with your romantic partner and with men in general are smooth, carefree, and warm.
The natal planet involved in the transit is in your 2nd House. It is directly linked to the way you make a
living, your personal finances, your income and the money you earn. Therefore, it is likely that this
period coincides with a modification of your material life.

Luck and seduction !
Moon in House V
Valid on Saturday 31 December

Today, luck smiles on you! Nothing in your daily life weighs heavy on you, life is beautiful and you are
ready to savour all its simple pleasures. Your imagination stirs up your sensitivity and the idea occurs to
you to carry out some artistic activity in order to give your creativity free rein. Are you going to decorate
your house, take up your brushes again, resume playing an instrument or just listen to your favourite
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song? Your children are the centre of your attention and you are willing to spend some time with them.
Unless you dedicate your emotions to the games of love... One thing is certain, the day is going to be
gorgeous!
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Conclusion
Astrology unveils many secrets to those who have a keen sense of observation. The exercise is worth it.
Never forget that it describes climates and tendencies, never fatalities, and that there is much room left
for your spirit of initiative and your willpower.
An excellent astrological climate does not necessarily bring about concrete events when there is no will
and no action. Similarly, potential dangers underlined in the forecast may be limited or eliminated on
condition that one remains serene, puts things into perspective, and understands how some ordeals may
be beneficial, would it be at the spiritual level only, i.e. by asking oneself relevant questions on the
purposes of life and by looking for the answers with determination.
Do not forget that the fact that you know the forthcoming astrological climates must never become a
burden. Astrology is meant to serve humans beings. It is not meant to be disturbing.
It is also a tool enabling to understand that everything functions on a cyclic basis. The planets' endless
dance through the signs and the applying and separating aspects they send to your natal chart have
many ups and downs, exactly like life events. For this reason, we tend to believe that everything is a
matter of context, including all the satisfactions, pleasures or disappointments indicated in your report,
and that you should keep your serenity and your free will. This is how you can make the most of the
indications described in your astrological weather forecast.
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